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Abstract

Western Newfoundland is characterized as a geologically complex region for which the potential field data have not been incorporated into tectonic models. To this end, a 3D density model of Western Newfoundland was constructed by means of forward gravity modelling and gravity inversion to better understand the complexity of the Appalachian structures on which Western Newfoundland is placed. This model was constrained by seismic refraction and seismic reflection data located in the study area, and surface geology. Density values were calculated from empirical velocity-density functions and gravity forward modelling adjustments.

The 3D density model, 3D gravity inversion results, and magnetic data support the presence of a high density lower crustal body in the Grenville Province. It is possible that this particular body may extend further north and could be related to the denser body found in southeast Labrador. The high resolution magnetic map for the study area showed two WNW-ESE linear magnetic anomalies in the Gulf of St. Lawrence that lie perpendicular to the Newfoundland coast. They could be explained by the presence of ancient inherited basement involved transfer faults that resulted from offset ancient ridge axis segments during the opening of the Iapetus ocean.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Western Newfoundland is a site of naturally occurring hydrocarbon seeps and it has been an exploration target for many decades. Although geophysical studies have been performed in the past (Hall et al., 1998; Michel et al., 1992; Quinlan et al., 1992; Stockmal et al., 1998; Waldron, 1994), no comprehensive attempt has been made to incorporate gravity and magnetic data from Western Newfoundland into tectonic models. Hence, the general objective of this research is to construct a 3D lithospheric model of Western Newfoundland to better understand the Appalachian structure in the region using satellite gravity data and other geophysical constraints. This chapter introduces the geology of the study area, the basic theoretical concepts necessary to understand the tools, and the physics used to develop this research project. Previous geophysical work in the study area is also presented as well as the purpose and goals of this research project.

1.1 Overview

Western Newfoundland (Fig. 1.1) is characterized as a geologically complex region, for which the surface geology is well known (Knight, 1983; Lavoie, 2008; Waldron et al., 2012; Williams, 1995). This geology records multiphase deformation of a Cambrian-Ordovician passive margin, younger Ordovician to Devonian foreland basins formed during the Taconian, Salinian and Acadian orogenic events, and Carboniferous deformation (Cooper et al., 2001). Hydrocarbon seeps in Western Newfoundland lie within an area containing three basins capable of generating oil: the Anticosti Basin, the Deer Lake Basin and the Bay St. George sub-basin. Together, these basins remain important targets for petroleum exploration (Cooper et al., 2001).

Geophysical studies in Western Newfoundland have mainly focused upon understanding the development of the Appalachian Orogen in the region (Hall et al., 1998; Michel et al., 1992; Quinlan et al., 1992; Stockmal et al., 1998; Waldron, 1994). Much of the significant seismic acquisition in this area was completed before 2000, and in many
cases the data are poor and difficult to interpret. However, potential field methods, such as gravity and magnetic methods, can be useful for studying complex regions, as they can build a bridge between sparse seismic studies. Constrained gravity and magnetic studies used in other regions have provided interpretable results down to the lithospheric scale. (e.g., Sanchez-Rojas and Palma, 2014; Sanchez et al., 2011; Tassara et al., 2006; Welford and Hall, 2013).

No comprehensive attempt has been made to incorporate gravity and magnetic data from Western Newfoundland into tectonic models. This research represents an attempt to synthesize this information to better understand the complexity of Appalachian structures and how they may have evolved.

The research area is located in eastern Canada, specifically in Western Newfoundland and its offshore continuation beneath the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Fig. 1.1). In total, this area covers about 115,608 km$^2$ and is located between 55ºW and 61ºW, and 47ºN and 52ºN.

1.2 Theoretical Framework

Gravity and magnetic methods provide the foundation for this project. In this section, basic concepts for understanding the physics behind the gravity and magnetic method are explained. Mathematical tools used during the research, such as Curvature, Euler Deconvolution and Spectral Analysis, are outlined and explained. The final section of this chapter describes the forward modelling and inverse problem.

1.2.1 Gravity Acceleration

Gravitational acceleration ($g$) towards a spherical Earth is given by:

$$g = \frac{GM_E}{r^2} \quad (1)$$
where $M_E$ is the mass of the Earth, $r$ is the radius of the Earth and $G$ is the universal gravity constant which is an empirical physical constant. The units of gravitational acceleration are $\frac{m}{s^2}$, which are also known as Gal. However, in geophysical prospecting, it is necessary to measure very small changes in gravity accurately because they are caused by subsurface structures. Therefore, we use the mGal which is equal to 0.001 Gal.

The Earth, of course, is not a perfect sphere; it has an irregular shape and surface. Therefore, in geophysics/geodesy, it is necessary to approximate the shape of the planet in order to properly study the density contrasts within it.
Figure 1.1: Western Newfoundland topographic map (Ante and Eakins, 2009), indicating the available constraints. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995), outlined by dashed black lines. Red dashed lines and blue lines indicate seismic profiles from Jackson et al. (1998), Marillier et al. (1994) and Hall et al. (1998). Black lines indicate seismic reflection profiles available from the Canada-Newfoundland Offshore Petroleum Board (C-NLOPB) and the Department of Natural Resources of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. Dashed grey lines offshore correspond to bathymetric contours (m). The red square outlines the model area used for this project. Abbreviations: D (EX), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
1.2.2 The Ellipsoid and the Geoid

The Ellipsoid is an approximation of the real shape of the Earth. Its surface is taken to be the mean sea-level surface of the Earth. Although the Earth does not have an ellipsoidal shape, this approximation provides a simple, consistent, and uniform reference system for all purposes of geophysics (Li and Götze, 2001).

The physical equipotential surface of gravity is called the geoid. It reflects the true distribution of mass inside the Earth and differs from the theoretical ellipsoid by small amounts (Lowrie, 2007).

Unlike the ellipsoid, the geoid cannot be described with a simple mathematical expression due to mass variations within the continents and the transient effects of tides and winds on the oceans.

1.2.3 Gravity Anomalies and Gravity Corrections

The rotating flattened Earth generates gravity values that vary uniformly over the surface of the normal ellipsoid. The Earth’s interior is not uniform, which causes localized gravity variations that are superimposed onto the global variations of the Earth’s gravity (Alsadi and Baban, 2014).

In geophysical exploration, the localized variations are the targets since they correspond to the localized subsurface structure. Thus, the measured gravity must be corrected to remove the effect of the ellipsoid. Once the correction is done, the measured gravity is called the gravity anomaly and is interpreted to reflect the localized lateral changes in density.

The Free Air correction, Bouguer correction, the Free Air anomaly and the Bouguer anomaly are all presented in this thesis.
1.2.4 Latitude Correction

Gravity varies with latitude because of the non-spherical shape of the Earth (Fig. 1.2b) and because the angular velocity of a point on Earth’s surface decreases from a maximum at the equator to zero at the poles (Fig. 1.2a) (Kearey et al., 2002). The latitude correction compensates for this effect by using the geodetic reference system formula of 1967 or GRS67:

\[
g_n = 978.03185\left(1 + 0.005278895\sin^2\varphi + 0.000023462\sin^4\varphi\right) \frac{cm}{s^2} \tag{2}
\]

Latitude is represented by \(\varphi\) and \(g_n\) represents the value of gravitational acceleration that we observe when measuring gravity at various positions on the Earth’s surface. Equation 2 corrects for position (Burger et al., 2006).

Figure 1.2: a) The variation in angular velocity with latitude around the Earth represented by vectors whose lengths are proportional to angular velocity. b) An exaggerated representation of the shape of the Earth. Taken from Kearey et al. (2002).

1.2.5 Tidal Correction
Gravity measured at a fixed location varies with time because of periodic variations in the gravitational effects of the Sun and Moon, associated with their orbital motions. Generally, the tidal correction is made during the drift instrument correction but the effects of tides can also be calculated using computer programs (Kearey et al., 2002).

1.2.6 Free Air Correction

The free air correction (Fig. 1.3a) accounts for the decrease of gravitational acceleration with distance from the center of the Earth. It is also known as the elevation effect correction and it is calculated by taking the derivative of equation 1 with respect to the radius.

\[
\frac{\partial g}{\partial r} = -0.3086h \frac{mGal}{m} \quad (2)
\]

1.2.7 Bouguer Correction

The Bouguer plate correction (Fig. 1.3b) compensates for the effect of a layer of rock whose thickness corresponds to the elevation difference between the measurement and the reference levels. This mass excess is computed by assuming an infinite horizontal slab of rock-material, of thickness \(h\), mean density \(\rho\), and of infinite extent.

\[
g_B = 2\pi G \rho h \approx 0.04192\rho \frac{mGal}{m} \quad (3)
\]

Figure 1.3: a) Free-air correction for an observation at a height \(h\) above datum. b) The Bouguer correction, the shaded region corresponds to a slab of rock of thickness \(h\) extending to infinity in both horizontal directions. Taken from and modified from Kearey et al. (2002).
1.2.8 Free Air Anomaly

The Free Air anomaly is defined by:

\[ \Delta g_{FA} = g_m + (g_{FA} + g_L + g_{tide}) - g_n(4) \]

In this formula \( g_m \) and \( g_n \) are the measured and the calculated gravity values for the ellipsoid respectively. The corrections in parentheses are the free air correction \( g_{FA} \), latitude correction \( g_L \), and tidal correction \( g_{tide} \).

1.2.9 Bouguer Anomaly

The Bouguer anomaly is defined by:

\[ \Delta g_B = g_m + (g_{FA} + g_L + g_{tide} - g_B) - g_n(5) \]

In this formula \( g_m \) and \( g_n \) are the measured and the calculated gravity values for the ellipsoid. The corrections in parentheses are the free air correction \( g_{FA} \), latitude correction \( g_L \), tidal correction \( g_{tide} \), and Bouguer correction \( g_B \).

The Free Air Anomaly takes into account the elevation of the measurement station. The Bouguer Anomaly does the same and also compensates for the attraction of the land-mass above the ellipsoid.

1.2.4 Magnetic Force and Magnetic Field Strength

The force between two magnetic poles is inversely proportional to the square of their separation. An inverse square law for the force, \( F \), between magnetic poles with strengths \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) at distance \( r \) from each other can be formulated as (Lowrie, 2007):
\[ F(r) = K \frac{p_1 p_2}{r^2} \quad (6) \]

The proportionality variable \( K \) is the inverse of the magnetic permeability, which is a property of the medium in which the poles are located.

The gravitational field of a given mass is defined as the force it exerts on a unit mass. However, this concept cannot be transferred to magnetism because magnetic poles do not exist. Therefore, the magnetic field \( B \) is defined as the force exerted by a pole of strength \( p \) on a unit pole at a distance \( r \):

\[ B(r) = K \frac{p}{r^2} \quad (7) \]

1.3 Geological Background

Williams (1979) divided the Canadian Appalachians into five zones based on stratigraphic and structural characteristics between Cambrian-Ordovician and older rocks. From west to east, these are the Humber, Dunnage, Gander, Avalon and Meguma Zones (Fig. 1.4). Each of these zones represents a different stage of the generation and destruction of the late Precambrian- Early Paleozoic Iapetus Ocean, embodying a distinctive tectonostratigraphic complex in the Appalachian Orogen.

Much of Western Newfoundland lies within the northeast Canadian Appalachians (Figure 4), and specifically within the Humber zone. This zone represents the deformed margin of the Laurentian continent (Williams, 1979; Williams et al., 1988) and it is divided in two parts: the internal zone, mainly characterized by metamorphic rocks affected by the Appalachian tectonism, and the external zone with weakly metamorphosed rocks (Waldron et al., 1998) (Fig. 1.5).
1.3.1 Tectonic Evolution

The tectonic evolution of Western Newfoundland can be traced back to the Grenville Orogen, an event associated with the assembly of the supercontinent Rodinia. The Grenville Orogen provides the Mesoproterozoic foundation on which the Laurentian margin was built (Waldron et al., 2012). The Neoproterozoic rifting of the Supercontinent Rodinia led to the opening of the Iapetus Ocean and development of a predominantly carbonate rift-drift succession along the eastern Laurentia margin (Waldron et al., 2012).

In Western Newfoundland, the passive margin consisted of a Middle-to-Late Cambrian, narrow, high-energy platform that evolved into an early Middle Ordovician, wide, low-energy platform (James et al., 1989). The passive margin stage ended with the onset of eastward seafloor subduction and the eventual collision and suturing of the microcontinent Dashwoods and emplacement of allochthons onto the margin during the Middle Ordovician Taconic Orogen (Lavoie, 2008; Waldron et al., 2012).
Figure 1.5: Summary geological map of Western Newfoundland. Numbers show location of stratigraphic sections in b) stratigraphic columns for the Middle Cambrian through Middle Ordovician strata of Western Newfoundland, from Waldron et al. (2012) and Waldron and van Staal (2001).
The Taconic Orogen and other subsequent orogenic events (the Salinic and the Acadian orogenies) shaped Western Newfoundland (van Staal and Barr, 2012). Taconic deformation established the overall structural style of the Humber Zone (Cawood, 1993), as allochthons of the deep sea floor and continental slope were obducted and carried to their current position in Western Newfoundland (Fig. 1.6 & Fig. 1.7). The Salinic Orogen (Lower Silurian) is characterized by imbrication of the Taconic allochthon and additional displacement toward the west of this feature (Cawood et al., 1994). It is better preserved in

Figure 1.6: Continental collision and subduction leading to the formation of the Humber Margin during the Taconian Orogen, from Waldron et al. (2012).
central Newfoundland (van Staal and Barr, 2012) but deformed shelf rocks in Western Newfoundland were also affected by this event (Hinchey et al., 2015). During the Acadian Orogen (Early Devonian), the Humber Arm Allochthon was apparently located in an elongate depression surrounded by uplifted platform carbonates and Grenville basement blocks (Cawood and Williams, 1988). The Acadian Orogen caused the inversion of pre-existing deep-seated basement-involved normal faults like the Round Head thrust, mapped as the frontal thrust responsible for the deformation observed in the region (Cawood and Williams, 1988; Hinchey et al., 2015; White and Waldron, 2018). This deformation led to the formation of an offshore tectonic wedge, or triangle zone, imaged on several seismic lines (Fig. 1.8) (Waldron et al., 2012) and caused thick-skinned compressional faulting (Cooper et al., 2001).
A final Carboniferous orogenic episode, the Alleghanian Orogen, had a minor effect in Western Newfoundland. Inasmuch as it involved the collision of Laurentia with the main part of Gondwana, forming the supercontinent Pangea (van Staal and Barr, 2012). The Alleghanian Orogen was a relatively mild transtensional event leading to major dextral movement on faults with Appalachian trend (Cawood, 1993; Waldron et al., 2012). This movement generated the Maritimes Basin in a transtensional environment at a releasing bend formed around a promontory along the Laurentia margin, and thinned the crust,
accounting for the major subsidence of the basin and the sedimentation along the Cabot Fault system (Waldron et al., 2015).

Figure 1.8: Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic data, Shell Canada Ltd. line WN-3. TCT with geometry of thrusts in Port au Port Peninsula, from Stockmal et al. (1998). TCT = Tea Cove Thrust.

1.3.2 Major Geological Subdivisions

1.3.2.1 Basement, Rift and Shelf Successions

Mesoproterozoic Grenville crystalline basement underlies Western Newfoundland (Waldron et al., 2012). It consists of igneous and metamorphic rocks that record the assembly of the earlier supercontinent Rodinia at ~ 1 Ga during the Grenville Orogen (Heaman et al., 2002; Waldron et al., 2012). Outcrops of this ancient rock can be found in the Long Range massif and the much smaller Indian Head Range to the south.

The transition to passive margin sedimentation is characterized by the Cambrian Labrador Group, and other rift-related units (Waldron, 1994). The upper part of this group consists of shale and limestone deposited in shallow-marine shelf environments. The
Curling Group is a deep-water time-correlative sequence with the Labrador Group (James et al., 1989) (Fig. 1.9).

Early Cambrian clastic rocks were flooded by a major sea level rise leading to the development of a broad carbonate-dominated passive margin. The Upper Cambrian-Lower Ordovician Port au Port Group was deposited upon a high energy carbonate platform, whereas the younger Lower Ordovician St. George Group was a low-energy carbonate platform (Fig. 1.9) (James et al., 1989). These carbonate shelf rocks can have excellent porosities which make them significant prospects for oil exploration (Baker and Knight, 1993; Cooper et al., 2001; Burden et al., 2014). At the same time and farther offshore, on the slope of the Laurentian continent, two laterally correlative successions, the Cow Head Group in the north and the Northern Head Group in the south, were deposited (James and Stevens, 1986; Lavoie, 2008; Waldron et al., 2012).

A regional paleokarst surface representing a depositional hiatus (Knight et al., 1991), known as the St. George Unconformity (Fig. 1.7), marks the boundary between the St. George Group and the overlying Table Head Group. The unconformity is thought to be generated by the passage of a lithospheric flexural bulge associated with a westward advancing arch trench system (Jacobi, 1981; Knight and Cawood, 1991).

1.3.2.2 Taconian Foreland Basin

Tectonic loading of Taconian allochthons, which were emplaced onto the Laurentian margin during the Taconian Orogen, generated a foredeep into which sediments of the Taconian foreland basin were deposited. Shallow marine carbonates of the Table Point Formation (Table Head Group) were the first units deposited into the tectonically active basin. Due to rapid subsidence, deeper water facies were soon deposited upon these rocks (e.g., Table Cove Formation) (Figure (Klappa et al., 1980; Stenzel et al., 1990). Later, extensional faulting accompanied subsidence of the foreland basin and collapse of the platform (Stockmal et al., 1998; Waldron et al., 1993). A strong reflection, observed along
offshore seismic profiles, marks the transition from platform carbonates to more muddy lithologies (Waldron et al., 2012).

Overlying the Table Head Group are clastic sediments of the Darriwillian Goose Tickle Group which were shed from the advancing orogen and were deposited in the foreland basin during the Taconian Orogen (Quinn, 1992; Stenzel et al., 1990).

Figure 1.9: Simplified stratigraphy of Lower Paleozoic sequences in Western Newfoundland, from Hinchey et al. (2015), after Cooper et al. (2001). DH = Daniels Harbour conglomerate, CC = Cape Cormorant conglomerate.
1.3.2.3 Taconian Allochthons

Taconic thrusting detached and carried large slices of deep marine sediments and oceanic crust onto the marine carbonate platform (Burden et al., 2014). Allochthonous rocks from the Humber Arm and Hare Bay allochthons in Western Newfoundland consist of: rift-related units, continental slope and rise units, and Taconian flysch. The highest structural slices are ophiolite complexes, considered to represent suprasubduction zone ocean floor (Jenner et al., 1991).

The Taconic unconformity, an interpreted major hiatus (6-8 m.y.), defines the base of the Taconic basin and reflects the emplacement of the Taconic allochthons onto the shelf margin (Burden and Williams, 1995; Cooper et al., 2001). Even though the Humber Arm Allochthon’s emplacement is generally interpreted to have occurred during Middle Ordovician Taconian orogenesis, seismic reflection data suggest final emplacement is Early Devonian (Stockmal et al., 1998). The Long Point Group is structurally at the top of a triangle zone and was thrust eastward (Tea Cove Thrust) above rocks of the Humber Arm Allochthon relative to its current position (Stockmal et al., 1998; Waldron et al., 1993).

The Humber Arm Allochthon is the proposed source for some Cambro-Ordovician petroleum systems in Western Newfoundland. Specifically, the shales of the Green Point Formation (Cow Head Group) are excellent source rocks with high TOC content derived from Type I-II organic matter (Fowler et al., 1995).

1.3.2.4 Post-Taconian Foreland Basin

After the Taconian Orogen, the margin continued to subside. Shallow marine carbonate units of the Lourdes Formation onlap the Goose Tickle Group. It has excellent porosities (10-12%) and it can be identified on seismic reflection profiles offshore as the lowest reflector of a folded package (Cooper et al., 2001; Stockmal and Waldron, 1990; Waldron et al., 2002). The Lourdes Formation is overlain by the Winterhouse Formation, deeper
water siliciclastics, and lastly by the Misty Formation, a cross bedded and parallel laminated marginal marine sandstone (Quinn et al., 1999).

A major unconformity, with a time gap of about 20 m.y., separates the Long Point Group from the Early Devonian marginal marine clastic and minor carbonate sediments of the Calm Bank Formation (Burden et al., 2002; Cooper et al., 2001). The Calm Bank Formation and the overlying Emsian Red Island Road Formation may represent foreland fill corresponding to the Salinian and Acadian orogenies (Stockmal et al., 1998; Waldron et al., 1998; Waldron, 1994).

1.3.2.5 Maritimes Basin: Carboniferous Rocks

The next overlying rock succession comprises the youngest preserved sediments in Western Newfoundland. The Carboniferous strata consist of the Anguille, Codroy and Barachois Groups found in the Deer Lake and Bay St. George basins (offshore and onshore Western Newfoundland) (Fig. 1.10).

The Anguille Group consists of sandstone and shale with rare carbonate. Sediments from this group are derived primarily from uplands to the southeast and represent early manifestations of the Long Range Fault (Knight, 1983; Miller et al., 1990). The overlying concordant and locally conformable Codroy Group is characterized by thick basal evaporites, grey shales, marine carbonates and red beds (Knight, 1983). Strata in the lower Codroy Group record a tectonically inactive period of low subsidence rates and marine transgression, while those of the upper Codroy Group indicate renewed tectonic activity and a return to dominantly clastic sedimentation (Miller et al., 1990). The Barachois Group is the youngest unit in the St. George and Deer Lake basins. It encompasses non marine fluvial successions up to 2500 m thick in the Codroy Lowlands (Knight, 1983).

The Carboniferous sequence contains a significant thickness of mostly continental clastic rocks, making Codroy and Barachois starta target reservoirs. In addition, some coals,
lacustrine shales and limestones in the Carboniferous strata may act as source rocks for this basin and the Anticosti Basin (Burden et al., 2014; Enachescu, 2012).

Figure 1.10: Maritimes Basin lithostratigraphic column, with major tectonic phases and unconformities, key lithologic elements, and stratigraphic position of discovered oil and gas fields, from Lavoie et al. (2009).

1.4 Previous Work
Approximately 12,000-line km of 2-D offshore seismic and 1100-line km of 2-D onshore seismic data were collected in Western Newfoundland from the 1980s to the mid-1990s (Hinchey et al., 2015) (Fig. 1.11a). These early 2-D seismic studies focused on the nature of the Appalachian structural front (Hall et al., 1998; Stockmal and Waldron, 1990) to understand the tectonic evolution of the Humber Zone, the Anticosti Basin (Waldron et al., 1998; Waldron, 1994), and the basin’s potential for oil exploration (Cooper et al., 2001; Hall et al., 1992; Stockmal et al., 2004). Seismic refraction profiles have also been acquired and different authors have used them to study the deep structure of the Newfoundland Appalachians (Hughes et al., 1994; Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1994, 1991, 1989; Michel et al., 1992) (Fig. 1.12).

Recently, aeromagnetic data were collected offshore and onshore Western Newfoundland from 2009-2012 (Fig. 1.11b) (Hinchey et al., 2015). Waldron et al. (2002) interpreted a pair of asymmetric positive magnetic anomalies (Odd-twins magnetic anomaly (Ruffman and Woodside, 1970)) located in the Gulf of St. Lawrence as magnetite rich strata within the Winterhouse and Misty Point formations. Generally, strong magnetic anomalies are interpreted as ophiolites (Hinchey et al., 2015). However, limited use of these new data has yet been made for research.

Gravity and integrated studies in Western Newfoundland are very sparse (Hayward et al., 2001; Miller, 1990). A few studies in the St. George Basin have been performed (Miller et al., 1990; Peavy, 1985) in order to determine the internal structure of this basin.
1.5 Purpose
The general objective of this research is to construct a 3D lithospheric model of Western Newfoundland to better understand the Appalachian structure in the region.

This research has the following specific objectives:

- Review previous geophysical and geological studies in the study area.
- Analyse gravity and magnetic data and generate anomaly maps.
- Perform Spectral analysis of the potential field data.
- Analyse magnetic and gravity datasets using Euler deconvolution and Curvature analysis.
- Interpret a selection of offshore seismic reflection lines to obtain additional structural constraints.
- Generate a 3D density model using the potential field data and the constraints from seismic reflection and seismic refraction profiling.

1.6 Summary

Chapter II contains the methodology followed in this research project. Details of the acquisition of the potential field data, the analysis of the data, the gravity modelling and inversion, and the seismic interpretation can be found in that chapter. The results for each analysis are presented in Chapter III, Chapter IV and Chapter V. A final discussion of the results and conclusions are stated in Chapter VI and Chapter VII.
Chapter 2: Data and Methods

In this chapter, the steps undertaken for this research project are explained in detail. Specifications of the gravity, magnetic, topographic and seismic datasets are also described. The chosen parameters for each of the analyses of the gravity and magnetic datasets are stated and justified. The key software packages used, IGMAS and GRAV3D, are also described.

2.1 Datasets

2.1.1 Gravity Data

The gravity data used for this study are obtained from the World Gravity Model 2012 (WGM 2012), a high resolution satellite dataset which includes Free Air, Bouguer and Isostatic anomalies, derived from an earlier EGM2008 Geopotential model and the ETOPO1 Global Relief model (Bonvalot et al., 2012).

The EGM2008 is developed using spherical harmonics up to a degree of 2160 (with some terms up to degree and order 2190) by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) (Pavlis et al., 2008). The EGM2008 includes surface gravity measurements, satellite altimetry, and satellite gravimetric measurements.

The surface free-air gravity anomaly (Fig. 2.1a) is computed at the Earth’s surface using Molodensky’s theory (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967) with a 1 degree x 1 degree resolution and taking into account corrections for the mass of the atmosphere (Bonvalot et al., 2012). Molodesky’s theory uses the Earth’s surface as the boundary surface. The corresponding solution consists of integrals involving gravity anomalies and topographic heights (Denker and Tziavos, 1999; Molodesky et al., 1962).
The complete spherical Bouguer anomaly (Fig. 2.1b) is calculated by taking into account the continents, oceans, and the precise characteristics of major lakes, inland seas, polar ice caps, shelves and land areas below sea level, and the isostatic effects at the Earth’s surface. The reference density used to calculate the Bouguer anomaly map is 2670 kg/m³ (Bonvalot et al., 2012).

These gravity datasets (Fig. 1.1) were downloaded in April 2017, from the International Gravimetric Bureau website (http://bgi.obs-mip.fr/). This organization collects all measurements and pertinent information about the Earth’s gravity field and makes them available for scientific purposes upon request.

The Free Air Anomaly and Bouguer Anomaly are combined to produce a 1 minute x 1 minute grid from the Free Air anomalies offshore and Bouguer anomalies on land.
Figure 2.1: Western Newfoundland gravity map. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric and topographic contours (m). a) Free Air anomaly, b) Bouguer anomaly. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

2.2.2 Topography Data

ETOP01 is a 1 arc-minute relief model of Earth’s surface that integrates land topography and ocean bathymetry. It was developed in 2008 by the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC), an office of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). ETOP01 is generated from diverse global and regional digital datasets, which are shifted to common horizontal and vertical datums (Ante and Eakins, 2009; Bonvalot et al., 2012).
Figure 2.2: Western Newfoundland topographic map (Ante and Eakins, 2009). Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995), outlined by dashed black lines. Abbreviations: D(Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D(ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

These topography/bathymetry data (Fig. 2.2) are included when downloading the WGM2012 model, explained in the previous section. However, they can also be downloaded from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) website: https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/global.html.
2.2.3 Magnetic Data

High resolution magnetic data (Fig. 2.3a) for the province of Newfoundland and Labrador were acquired by the federal and provincial governments during different surveys. These data are available from the virtual atlas website: http://geoatlas.gov.nl.ca/.

The Corner Brook dataset is from a survey conducted by the Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador between November, 2008 and March, 2009. Three Geometrics G822 split-beam cesium vapour magnetometers mounted at 14.8 m separation in aircraft wingtip pods and in a tail boom, an RMS DAARC500 automatic aeromagnetic digital compensator, and a GEM Systems GSM-19 Overhauser base station are used for the acquisition. Grid cell size is 40 m (Kilfoil, 2009; Kilfoil and Cook, 2009).

The Indian Head, Deer Lake and Gros Morne acquisitions are from a survey conducted by Nalcor Energy and the Department of Natural Resources of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador between October, 2008 and May, 2009. Two Geometrics G822 split-beam cesium vapour magnetometers mounted at 11.0 m separation in aircraft wingtip pods, a GEM Systems GSM-19 Overhauser base station, and fluxgate magnetometers for aircraft magnetic compensation were used during the acquisition. Grid cell size is 50 m (Kilfoil, 2009; Kilfoil and Cook, 2009).

The magnetic dataset for offshore Western Newfoundland was acquired by Nalcor Energy and the Department of Natural Resources of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador from June to October 2012. Three Geometrics G822 split-beam cesium vapour magnetometers mounted in aircraft wingtip pods and tail boom were used for this acquisition (Dumont and Jones, 2013).

A compilation of magnetic data for Canada (Miles and Oneschuk, 2016) is also downloaded from the Oasis Montaj seeker (Fig. 2.3b). This compilation has a grid size of
This compilation is knitted with the other magnetic data sets onto a grid size of 50 m using the Oasis Montaj software and blended using the stitch method.

Figure 2.3: Western Newfoundland residual magnetic map. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric and topographic contours (m). a) High resolution magnetic map, b) Compilation of residual magnetic data for Western Newfoundland. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

2.2.4 2D Seismic Reflection Data

Twelve seismic lines are strategically chosen to interpret and constrain the sedimentary structure for the 3D density model generated for this project. The seismic lines (Fig. 2.4) are from projects CA-3000205-GOA, CA-3000701-GOA, CA-3000719-GOA and CA-
3000686-GOA, completed before 2000. These seismic lines are available as paper plots from the Provincial Department of Natural Resources and the Canada-Newfoundland Offshore Petroleum Board (CNLOPB). The seismic lines are then scanned, digitized, and interpreted with Petrel software, a seismic interpretation software package available at Memorial University.

Figure 2. 4: Map of selected seismic reflection lines. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric contours (m). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
The seismic interpretation is completed by following strong reflectors associated within the basement and platform succession. Despite the chaotic geometry of the reflectors, the allochthonous wedge can be interpreted. The foreland and HAA units are also imaged but are not discussed in detail since they are beyond the scope of this crustal-scale research.

The seismic horizons are converted to depth using a standard velocity of 4000 m/s for sediments (Fig. 2.5), and then introduced into IGMAS.

![Figure 2.5: Line CAH90-01 with depth conversion. See Fig. 1.4 for location.](image)

**2.2 Statistical Analysis**

The statistical analysis of the gravity and magnetic anomalies is performed in Microsoft Excel. Dispersion trends are calculated for the different gravity and magnetic datasets. Correlation factors of observed and predicted gravity and magnetic data, along with basic statistics (means and standard deviations) were computed. The statistical analysis is useful to understand the behavior and nature of the potential field data, and to study the correlation between the observed and calculated gravity data.
2.3 Separation of Regional and Residual Anomalies

Spectral analysis is one method that can be used for the study of potential field anomalies by transforming the data from the space domain to the frequency domain and then analyzing their frequency characteristics (Dimitriadis et al., 1987; Spector and Grant, 1970). This method assumes that for large numbers of samples, the relationship between the logarithm of the power spectrum (E) of the gravity field of a monopole source versus the wave number (radial/distance) is linear. The slope of the straight line is proportional to the depth to the top of the corresponding body causing the gravity anomaly. Thus, if k denotes the wavenumber and S(k) denotes the power spectrum of the gravity field, the depth (d) to the source can be estimated from the relationship \( S(k) = f(k) \) by employing the formula:

\[
\ln S(k) = -2 * k * d \quad (1)
\]

Spectral analysis (Dimitriadis et al., 1987; Spector and Grant, 1970) is based on calculating the wavelengths of the bodies that cause the gravity or magnetic anomalies. Long wavelengths are inferred to relate to deep bodies while short wavelengths are inferred to relate to shallower bodies. The MAGMAP tool, which is part of the Oasis Montaj software, applies the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the data and then plots the radially averaged power spectrum of the potential field data.

The gravity and magnetic anomaly grids are imported into Oasis in order to compute the power spectrum data. These values are exported to and plotted in Microsoft Excel, which allows for better visualization of the graph points and control over the points to calculate the slope trends.

Once the slope trends are known, the MIGMAP module of Oasis Montaj is then used. This module applies different filters, such as Gaussian, Band pass and Butterworth, to the
gravity and magnetic grids. From these, differences between the regional anomaly and the total anomaly are calculated in order to extract the residual anomaly.

### 2.4 Derivative-based Filters for Potential Field Data and Reduction to the Pole

Semiautomatic methods based on the use of derivatives are widely used to determine potential field source parameters such as locations boundaries and depths (Blakely, 1995; Nabighian et al., 2005; Salem et al., 2007).

The total gradient (Analytic Signal) is a popular method for locating the edges of potential field data. The Analytic signal is the square root of the sum of squares of the data derivatives in the x, y, and z directions (Nabighian, 1984, 1972):

\[
\text{Analytic signal} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial M}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial M}{\partial y}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial M}{\partial z}\right)^2} \quad (2)
\]

where \( M \) is the observed potential field.

The tilt derivative is the generalized local phase. This method assumes that the source is a buried vertical contact model (Fairhead et al., 2008). Calculating the tilt angle of a residual magnetic field enhances weak magnetic anomalies, which would otherwise be overshadowed by stronger structures. The Tilt derivative is defined as:

\[
TDR = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{VDR}{THDR}\right) \quad (3)
\]

where VDR and THDR are the first vertical and total horizontal derivatives of the total magnetic intensity, respectively. Due to the nature of the arctan trigonometric function, all amplitudes are restricted to values between \( \pi/2 \) and -\( \pi/2 \), which makes this function like an automatic gain control filter (Verduzco et al., 2004). The tilt angle has the property of
being positive over the sources, crossing through zero at or near the edge of a vertical sided source, and being negative outside the source region (Arisoy and Dikmen, 2013). The tilt angle will be relatively insensitive to the depth of the source and should resolve shallow and deep sources equally as well (Miller and Singh, 1994).

Another edge detection technique, the total horizontal derivative of the tilt angle, is outlined in Verduzco et al. (2004). It is defined as:

\[
THDR_{\text{Tilt}} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial \text{Tilt}}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial \text{Tilt}}{\partial y}\right)^2} \tag{4}
\]

The total horizontal derivative of the tilt angle is independent of the geomagnetic field and generates maximum values over the edges of the magnetized bodies (Arisoy and Dikmen, 2013).

Reduction to pole (RTP) is a standard part of magnetic data processing. This procedure can transform a magnetic anomaly caused by an arbitrary source into the anomaly that the same source would produce if it is located at the pole and magnetized by induction only (Dian and Wang, 2013). In other words, RTP uses mathematical filtering methodology to calculate the magnetic anomaly that would be observed at 90° angle.

RTP was introduced by Baranov (1957) and can be computed by twice differentiating the source function in the vertical direction. This operation is easier to perform in the wavenumber domain, which is given by (Ravat, 2007):

\[
\Delta T_z(k) = |k|^2 \frac{\Delta T(k)}{B^2} \tag{5}
\]
where $\Delta T_z$ is the magnetic anomaly reduced to the pole, $k$ is the wavenumber in Cartesian coordinates, $B = 1/[ik_x \cos I \cos D + ik_y \cos I \sin D + k \sin I]$, and $I$ and $D$ are the main field inclination and declination.

2.5 Euler Deconvolution and Curvature analysis

This technique was first proposed by Thompson (1982). It assumes that the potential field is homogeneous and that it obeys Euler’s homogeneity equation:

$$
(x - x_o) \frac{dT}{dx} + (y - y_o) \frac{dT}{dy} + (z - z_o) \frac{dT}{dz} = N(B - T) \tag{5}
$$

where $x_o, y_o, z_o$ is the position of a source whose total potential field $T$ is detected at $x, y, z$. The total field has a regional value of $B$. The degree of homogeneity, $N$, is interpreted as a structural index (SI), which is a measure of the rate of change with distance of a field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Magnetic SI</th>
<th>Gravity SI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point, sphere</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line, cylinder, thin bed fault</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin sheet edge, thin sill, thin dyke</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick sheet edge</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact of infinite depth extent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not useful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Euler deconvolution is performed using the Euler3D module of Oasis Montaj (Fig. 2.6). This module interactively allows the user to calculate the Euler solutions. Using the anomaly grid, the program calculates the directional derivatives. Afterwards, the user can input the following parameters: window size, structural index, and the tolerance of the solutions.
Tests with different tolerances and window sizes are first performed to determine the range of parameters that give the best visual solutions. When establishing these parameters, the structural index (SI) is varied from 0 to 2. Solutions are plotted using the software ArcMap 10.4 to geographically compare them with the geology of the study area.

Curvature is a two dimensional property of a curve and describes how bent a line segment is at a particular point on the curve. The smaller the radius of curvature, the more bent the curve is and hence the larger the curvature (Roberts, 2001). This attribute of a surface is typically applied in seismic interpretation. However, the principal can also be applied to potential field data (Li, 2015; Madeline et al., 2013).

Curvature can be defined as the reciprocal of the radius of a circle that is tangent to the given curve at a point (Li, 2015). In terms of derivatives, curvature can be expressed as:
\[ K = \frac{d^2 z/dx^2}{[1 + (dz/dx)^2]^{3/2}} \tag{6} \]

where curvature, \( K \), is closely related to the second derivative of a curve.

This two-dimensional concept can be extended to three-dimensions. A curve can be constructed by mathematically cutting a surface with a plane. The intersection that the plane makes with the surface describes a curve from which the curvature can be calculated at any point along the curve (Roberts, 2001). However, at a point \((x, y)\), different curvatures may exist. The most useful subsets of curvatures are those defined by planes that are orthogonal to the surface. These are called normal curvatures (Roberts, 2001).

Roberts (2001) developed 11 curvature attributes based on their applicability to seismic interpretation: mean, Gaussian (or total), maximum, minimum, most positive, most negative, dip (profile), strike (tangential), contour (plan), curvedness, and shape index. Schmidt and Götze (2003) used many of the attributes from Roberts (2001) and produced a Java Program for curvature analysis of potential field data.

For the curvature analysis (Fig. 2.7), a 5 km anomaly grid is created. Consequently, this grid is then input into the Java Program Curvature in order to detect faults and lineaments, and any other features in the potential field data that are not visible or are difficult to observe. All curvature attributes are calculated. However, dip curvature and dip angle are deemed the most meaningful.
2.2 3D Modelling

After processing and in some cases removal of residual effects from potential field data, the regional field data are interpreted in terms of anomalous density distributions, in the case of gravity data. Early methods of interpretation involved comparison of observed gravity anomalies with computed anomalies from simple geometric shapes, such as a sphere or a cylinder. However, this approach is simplistic and it does not adequately represent realistic subsurface structure in many cases. Modern forward modelling is based on an interactive process in which a starting Earth model with an assumed geometry and density contrast is assumed for the study area. The gravity anomaly over the model is calculated and then compared with the observed anomaly over the study area. The density contrast and geometry of subsurface dense bodies are adjusted until the calculated gravity matches the observed gravity (Lowrie, 2007).
Forward modelling can be applied in two dimensions (2D) or three dimensions (3D). The 2D forward modelling method assumes that anomalous bodies extend to infinity, perpendicular to the model. This approach tends to over or underestimate the density properties of the subsurface structures.

There are several methods available to calculate the potential field anomalies of 3D bodies. Nagy (1966) derived an equation to calculate the gravity anomalies of a tridimensional prism with a constant density contrast. Talwani and Ewing (1960) derived an equation to calculate the potential field anomalies of a horizontal layer with an irregular surface using numerical integration. Barnett (1976) and Okabe (1979) computed potential field equations for polyhedral bodies. The modern 3D potential field modelling methods are based on the construction of polyhedral bodies to approximate geological bodies with constant density.

The 3D density model created for this research project is developed using the interactive forward-modelling software Interactive Gravity and Magnetic Application System (IGMAS). The software uses polyhedrons for the approximation of geological bodies with constant density in order to compute the gravity effect of the model. The algorithm transforms the volume integral involved in the vertical attraction of a homogeneous polyhedron into a sum of line integrals by applying the Gauss theorem in 2D and 3D (Götzte and Lahmeyer, 1988; Schmidt and Götzte, 1998). The calculated gravity effect of the modelled structures is compared to the observed gravity. To minimize the ambiguity that results from the non-uniqueness of the derived model, the interpretation of select seismic profiles, well data, a refraction seismic profile (Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1994), and the outputs from the various mathematical tools are used as independent constraints on the geometry of the different boundary layers. The density values used in the 3D gravity model are initially derived from the seismic velocity observations. Specifically, an empirical function from Nafe and Drake (1963) is used (Equation 7).
\[
\rho \left( \frac{g}{cc} \right) = 1.6612V_p - 0.4751V_p^2 + 0.067V_p^3 - 0.0043V_p^4 + 0.000106V_p^5 \\
V_p \text{ in } km/s
\] (7)

2.2.1 Initial Structure of the Model

The initial 3D model extends from 0 to 250 km in depth with 18 west-east parallel sections (Fig. 2.8) which are rotated 22 degrees with respect to the geographic north to be perpendicular to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Humber zone. Two of these sections are located in an area without gravity stations to control the geometry variations of the model outside the study area. The separation between sections is arbitrary and varies within the model. However, the mean separation is 20 km.

Due to the complex surface geology of Western Newfoundland, as described in Chapter I, the sedimentary cover throughout this thesis is originally modelled as an undifferentiated layer, for lack of constraints, and includes rift to passive margin sediments, foreland sediments, and sediments derived from metamorphic and igneous bodies with heterogeneous properties. For the initial model, the depth to the sediments and Moho are set to 3 and 40 km respectively, following the seismic refraction model from Jackson et al. (1998) and Marillier et al. (1994).

Since the initial model is too simplistic and geologically unreasonable, the topography and bathymetry from the ETOPO1 datasets are then included into subsequent models. The crust is also divided into upper and lower crust according to the seismic refraction profiles (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998) (see Fig. 1.1 of Chapter I). Additionally, results from the Euler deconvolution and spectrum analysis are also included to constrain the depth to the different model layers.

The preliminary 3D models are constructed and tested using the Free Air Gravity data. However, the final 3D models use the combined Free Air offshore and Bouguer data on
land. The surface geology and seismic line interpretations of Cooper et al. (2001) and deep seismic refraction lines (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1989; Quinlan et al., 1992) allow the subdivision of the sediments into blocks that better represent the density structures beneath the study area.

Three different models are constructed to test for the possible existence of a high density body in the lower crust beneath the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Jackson, 2002; Marillier et al., 1989). The geometries of this body are constrained by one seismic refraction profile of Jackson et al. (1998) (Fig 2.8). Its spatial extrapolation beyond the profile follows the studies of Funck et al. (2001) and Hall et al. (1998).

![Figure 2.8: (Top) Location of seismic line 86-3, red line. (Bottom) Interpretation of seismic line 86-3 from Jackson et al. (1998).](image-url)
Figure 2. 9: Map of E-W parallel initial sections (thick black lines). Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric and topographic contours (m). The red square outlines the model area used for this project. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
2.3 Gravity Inversion

The inverse problem involves using the observed data to directly generate a density model using a physical relationship that connects both parameters. This physical relationship can be expressed linearly or non-linearly and provides a direct theoretical link between the model and the observed data.

Inverse problems are non-unique. For gravity, different mass distributions can generate identical gravity anomalies. Therefore, it is necessary to add constraints to the inversion process in order to limit the non-uniqueness and generate geologically reasonable models that satisfy all available datasets. These constraints can be based on other geophysical information and they allow for a better characterization with higher certainty.

The inverse problem can be described linearly if there is a linear relationship between the data vector \( d \) of length \( D \), and the model vector with \( P \) parameters, \( m \):

\[
d = Am + e \quad (8)
\]

\( A \) is a \( D \times P \) matrix which is often referred to as the theory operator and is independent of both data and model, and \( e \) is a vector of length \( D \) with the measurement errors (Snieder and Trampert, 1999). Equation 8 can be written out in full as:

\[
d_i = \sum_{j=1}^{P} A_{ij} m_j + e_i \quad (9)
\]

If \( D = P \), the number of equations is equal to the number of unknowns and such a problem is called equi-determined. If \( D > P \), there are more independent equations than unknowns, the problem is said to be over-determined. When \( D < P \), the problem is said to be under-determined (Gubbins, 2004).
The over-determined problem can be solved using least squares. Writing the matrix notation of the least squares solution of equation 9 results in:

\[ m = (A^T A)^{-1} A^T d \]  

(10)

This means that the least squares solution is given by the model \( m \) that minimizes the following cost function (Strang, 1980):

\[ S = \|d - Am\|^2 \]  

(11)

Minimization is accomplished by differentiating \( S \) with respect to the model parameters and setting the derivatives equal to zero (Meju, 1994).

The gravity inversion is tested both with and without the seismic constraints. This process creates density models that can be compared with the results obtained from the forward modelling. Because the gravity inversion results have full 3D coverage, they constrain areas lacking previous geophysical information and complement the sparser forward modelling. The gravity inversion also produces models with smooth density variations that can be used to test the appropriateness of the blocky constant density models from the gravity forward modelling. The gravity inversion can also generate a large number of alternative models by varying the inversion parameters. These can be used to help assess the non-uniqueness of the final model.

2.3.1 GRAV3D

The program GRAV3D version 2.0 is based on the algorithm from Li and Oldenburg (1998, 1996) which is summarized as follows:

1) Division of the Earth into rectangular cells of constant but unknown densities.
2) Densities are found by minimizing a model objective function subject to fitting the observed data.

3) The objective function includes smoothing in different spatial directions, a depth weighting function which distributes the density with depth, and an additional depth weighting function to incorporate density constraints from previous geophysical information.

A detailed explanation of the algorithm can be found in the UBC-Geophysical Inversion Facility help document. However, some important concepts are highlighted here.

The inverse problem for this software is formulated as an optimization problem where a global objective function, $\mathcal{O}(\rho)$, is minimized subject to constraints. Therefore, the inverse problem is solved by finding a density $\rho(r)$ which minimizes $\mathcal{O}_m$ and misfits the data according to the noise level. This is accomplished by minimizing equation 12 by using a generalized technique:

$$\mathcal{O}(\rho) = \mathcal{O}_d + \mu \mathcal{O}_m$$ (12)

where $\mu \in [0, \infty]$ is a regularization parameter that controls the relative importance of data misfit $\mathcal{O}_d$ and model objective function $\mathcal{O}_m$. The algorithm also restricts the density solution to lie between a lower and upper density bound. Thus, the solution is obtained according to the following constrained minimization problem:

minimize: $\mathcal{O}(\rho) = \mathcal{O}_d + \mu \mathcal{O}_m$

subject to: $\rho_{min} \leq \rho \leq \rho_{max}$

$\rho_{min}$ and $\rho_{max}$ are vectors containing the lower and upper bounds on the model values.

2.3.2 Probabilistic Inversion Approach
Probability density functions, for the probability distribution of parameters prior to the solution and the observed data uncertainties, are introduced in the probabilistic approach. Additionally, information contained in the theoretical relationship between model parameters and data is also represented by a probability distribution (Hadidi and Gucunski, 2009). Hence, the solution of an inverse problem, through a probabilistic approach, can be defined as a probability distribution combining the a priori information, with the information obtained from the theoretical relationship (Tarantola, 2005).

Dr. Meixia Geng, from the Department of Earth Sciences at Memorial University, recently developed a 3D gravity inversion code based on the probabilistic inversion approach (Geng et al., 2017, submitted). The objective function for this code has the form (Geng et al., submitted; Tarantola, 2005):

\[
\varphi = (G_m - d_{obs})^T C_d^{-1} (G_m - d_{obs}) + (m - m_{apr})^T C_M^{-1} (m - m_{apr}) \tag{13}
\]

where T indicates transpose. The first term of equation 13 is the data misfit function, which includes a diagonal matrix, \( C_d \), with the standard deviation error of the data points. The second term in equation 13 represents the deviation of model parameters away from a reference model \( m_{apr} \) (Geng et al., 2017, submitted).

This probabilistic approach results in inverted models that can more easily incorporate density jumps without imposing hard boundaries in the model, in contrast with GRAV3D (Welford et al., 2018).

2.3.3 Inversion Process

The gravity anomaly dataset is gridded to 5 by 5 km for the study area. With this new gridded data, the gravity files “.grv” are created as input for GRAV3D. The mesh cells are 5 km by 5 km by 700 m in depth. At first, the gravity file and the mesh are the only inputs for the inversion in this software. Subsequently, different meshes, topography, and
bathymetry are added. Finally, the density bounds, length scales and depth weighting function are varied to generate models that are more geologically reasonable.

The same previously gridded gravity anomaly dataset can also be used in a probabilistic approach. For this method, the depth to the basement and bathymetry are used to constrain the inversion process.

2.4 Summary

This chapter introduced the methodology that this research project follows. The first section describes the data sets used and how they were combined. This is followed by the statistical analysis, the separation of residual and regional anomalies, the Euler deconvolution, and the Curvature analysis. These techniques were used to enhance trends not easily seen in the gravity and magnetic datasets. Finally, the construction of the initial density model is described, along with the constraints used. The gravity inversion process and the prescribed parameters are described as well.

The next chapter, Chapter III, will present the results from the statistical analysis, the separation of residual and regional anomalies, the Euler deconvolution and the Curvature analysis.
Chapter 3: Description of the gravity and magnetic anomalies

The first results of this research are presented in this chapter. It starts with a description of the study area in terms of topography and bathymetry. The gravity and magnetic anomaly maps are then quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed. The results from the curvature and Euler deconvolution techniques are also shown.

3.1 Maps and description of anomalies

Figure 3.1 shows that the topography and bathymetry of the study area do not vary greatly. The highest elevation, 745 m, is located in Gros Morne National Park, whereas the deepest bathymetry is found in the southwest corner of the study area, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The Free Air gravity anomaly captures the vertical gradient of gravity and mimics the bathymetry and topography with fidelity. Positive values of the Free Air anomaly are related to structural highs while low values correspond to submerged or depressed areas. Figure 3.2 shows the gravity anomalies and the bathymetry/topography. The highest Free Air gravity anomaly in the external Humber zone (Fig. 3.2a), associated with granites from Laurentian basement, does not correspond with the highest topographical point. To the north of this anomaly (Fig. 3.2a and 3.2b), the high values decrease gradually due to the increase in the thickness of the shelf successions. Other important positive anomalies found on land in Western Newfoundland (Fig. 3.2a and 3.2b) are likely linked to ophiolite complexes and mafic volcanic assemblages in the Notre Dame subzone (Newfoundland and Labrador Geological Survey, 2013). The Precambrian Grenville area, as shown in Figure 3.2, has positive Bouguer anomalies of approximately 110 mGal that are related to Mesoproterozoic granitic intrusions (Newfoundland and Labrador Geological Survey, 2013).
Figure 3.1: Western Newfoundland topographic and bathymetric map (Ante and Eakins, 2009). Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995), outlined by dashed black lines. The red box shows the limits of the 3D model generated for this project. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, low Free Air anomalies cover most of this region. They correlate to the bathymetric variations in the area other than the low anomaly values found in the Esquiman Trough (red star, Fig. 3.2). The Bay of Islands gravity low (blue star, Fig. 3.2) is related to an increase in the thickness of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks (Haworth, 1978). The lowest free air gravity anomaly (as shown in Fig 3.2 by the green star), found offshore, to the south, is likely from a thick accumulation of sediments in the Maritime Basin.
Figure 3.3: Western Newfoundland high resolution residual magnetic maps. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric contours (m). a) Offshore Western Newfoundland, b) Corner Brook, c) Deer Lake, d) Gros Morne, e) Indian Head. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

Residual high resolution magnetic anomaly maps (Fig. 3.3) show high anomalies related to ophiolite complexes near Corner Brook and north of the Bay of Islands (Fig. 3.3b). Figure 3.4b shows a zoomed-in view of the high anomalies. In the Gros Morne area (Fig. 3.3d and Fig. 3.4b), high magnetic values are linked to outcrops of the Laurentian basement. However, in regions adjacent to these anomalies (Parsons Pond, Portland Creek and Port-au-Choix), a negative N-S magnetic anomaly extends offshore (red star in Fig. 3.4). Northwest of Port-au-Choix, an oval-shaped and high positive anomaly (orange in star Fig. 3.4) is attributed to Grenvillian granitoid rocks of the Laurentian margin. North of this
anomaly, high positive values dominate and are also clustered in oval-shaped anomalies. These correspond to carbonates and carbonate limestone shelf successions.

Figure 3.4: Western Newfoundland residual magnetic maps. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric and topographic contours (m). Different color stars correspond to magnetic anomalies described in text. a) High resolution magnetic map, b) compilation of residual magnetic data for Western Newfoundland. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

The separation between the Dunnage zone and the Humber zone is associated with negative magnetic anomaly values (Fig. 3.4b). High positive anomalies in the Dunnage zone are igneous rocks related to the closing of the Iapetus Ocean. Portions of the St.
George Basin and the Deer Lake Basin show low negative magnetic anomalies (yellow star in Fig. 3.4b).

Figure 3. 5: Western Newfoundland high resolution residual magnetic map. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric and topographic contours (m). 
a) Offshore Western Newfoundland and b) zoomed in map showing the Odd Twins Anomaly. Black arrow shows the position of the Odd Twins Anomaly. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

Offshore, two strong magnetic markers are called the Odd Twins Anomaly (White star in Fig. 3.4a, Fig. 3.5b). This feature coincides with two sandstone units, rich in magnetic mineral sand grains (Waldron et al., 2002). Next to this anomaly, a weaker magnetic anomaly may approximate the trace of the Tea Cove Thrust, a feature marking the front of the Humber allochthon (Hinchey et al., 2015; Waldron et al., 2002).
South of the study area, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, low negative magnetic anomalies are truncated by a NW-SE trending positive trend anomaly (purple star in Fig. 3.4). In the central offshore area, positive magnetic anomalies are truncated by a similar set of NW-SE trending anomalies like the one to the south (Fig. 3.4). Northwest of Port-au-Choix and along the Quebec margin, large circular anomalies are commonly associated with igneous rocks (black star in Fig. 3.4b).

The grids from Figure 4a and 4b were knitted together with a 50 m sampling and the resulting map is shown in Figure 4.8.

3.2 Statistical analysis

The maximum residual magnetic anomaly value, 1570 nT, is associated with an ophiolite complex. The lowest value, -653 nT, lies within the offshore negative anomalies. Overall, the average anomaly is negative, -15 nT, as is the median value, -55 nT. The deviation and variance values are high. It is thus deduced that the area is complex with significant data variability. The asymmetry of the data distribution is positive, which means that the data tend to cluster to the left of the mean value. The kurtosis value is positive, which means that the data are centered in the central region of the distribution (Fig. 3.6). It can be surmised that even though the study area is known for complex surface geology, the residual magnetic anomaly values are clustered in the -500 to 500 nT range. This range is largely due to the ophiolite complexes which are found in the study area.

Figure 3.6a shows the histogram for the merged Free Air and Bouguer gravity anomalies. The minimum value is 54 mGal, related to a cluster of low anomalies in the southwestern part of the study area (Fig. 3.2), and the maximum value is 184 mGal, related to igneous rocks in the Humber zone (Fig. 3.2). The mean value of the data is 123 mGal and the data distribution is almost symmetric (Fig. 3.6a). However, the values are slightly clustered to the left of the mean value and are concentrated around the mean value. These
results mimic the distribution of the residual magnetic anomaly data histogram. Both anomalies seem to vary within a reasonable range with no separate clusters. This suggests that there are no major lithology changes in the study area.

3.3 Spectral analysis and filtering

Figure 3.7 shows the power spectrum vs the radial wavenumber, obtained through spectral analysis of the potential field data (see section 2.3, Chapter II for more details). In the study area, there are three main trends. For the gravity data (Fig. 3.7a), the broad scale spectrum corresponds to source depths of ~39 km, with the shallowest sources occurring at ~ 6 km. The deeper sources may correspond with the mean depth for the Moho, a finding that agrees with previous seismic studies (Hall et al., 1998; Hughes et al., 1994; Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1994). The intermediate source depth of ~17 km may be related to a discontinuity within the crust while the shallowest depth of 6 km may be related to the mean depth of basement in the study area.

![Histograms of a) Free Air and Bouguer anomaly data values and b) Residual Magnetic anomaly data values](image)

Figure 3.6: Histograms of a) Free Air and Bouguer anomaly data values and b) Residual Magnetic anomaly data values

The power spectrum for the knitted high resolution magnetic anomaly data is shown in Figure 3.6b. The first trend is related to source depths of ~25 km. This depth may be the deepest extent of static magnetic sources. The other two trends are related to shallower magnetic sources. The surface geology of Western Newfoundland and the magnetic
residual map of the area (Fig. 3.4) show the presence of ophiolite complexes that may extend to those depths.

Figure 3. 7: Power Spectra of a) Free Air and Bouguer gravity anomaly data and b) Residual Magnetic anomaly data.
Figure 3. 8: Power Spectra of a) Corner Brook, b) Deer Lake, c) Gros Morne, d) Indian Head and e) Offshore Western Newfoundland.
The power spectra for each of the high resolution magnetic surveys were also computed and are shown in Figure 3.8. The magnetic anomalies in the Corner Brook area (Fig 3.3b & Fig. 3.8a), associated with the Humber Arm Allochthon ophiolite complexes, may involve stacking of ophiolite sheets to a thickness of 6 km. In the Gros Morne area and offshore Western Newfoundland, the deepest sources (Fig 3.3a and d, Figs. 3.8c and e) may be related to the deepest extent of static magnetic sources. If so, and assuming a thermal conductivity of 2.5 W/m°C as the average for igneous rocks (Stacey, 1977), the Curie temperatures for Western Newfoundland will vary between 930 and 490 °C.
In order to correct for the magnetic data dependence on the magnetic inclination, the data were reduced to the pole (RTP) (Fig. 3.9) using the Oasis Montaj software. The inclination and declination used were 69.77° and -19.28° respectively, which are automatically calculated by the software. As shown in Figure 3.9b, the reduction to the pole reduced asymmetries in the anomalies. However, no major changes were observed.

![Figure 3.10: Separation of the Regional/Residual field from the Magnetic anomaly data using the Power Spectrum: a) Magnetic anomaly data, b) Regional Magnetic anomaly data and c) Residual magnetic anomaly data. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.](image)

Using the Power Spectrum for the knitted magnetic anomaly data (Fig. 3.7b), the lower frequencies (first trend) were chosen for removal using a band pass filter. The filter was applied to the grid shown in Figure 3.10a. The residual was calculated by subtracting the complete magnetic anomaly from the regional magnetic anomaly (Fig. 3.10c). The
frequencies corresponding to the two other trends (Fig. 3.7b) correspond with the anomalies shown in Figure 3.9c. Therefore, the magnetic bodies causing these anomalies likely reside in the sediment layers and in the crystalline layers of the upper crust. The regional magnetic anomaly map does not show any geologically-significant trends.

Figure 3.11: Special filters applied to the Magnetic anomaly data. a) Magnetic anomaly data, b) Analytic Signal, c) Tilt derivative (TDR) and d) Horizontal derivative of the tilt derivative (HD-TDR). Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Black stars correspond to magnetic anomalies described in text. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

Figure 3.11 shows the special filters applied to the magnetic anomaly data. The analytic signal (Fig. 3.11b), tilt derivative (Fig. 3.11c), and the horizontal derivative of the tilt derivative (HD-TDR; Fig. 3.11d) help to highlight the features discussed in previous sections, such as the Odd Twins Anomaly and the ophiolite complexes. Two W-E linear anomalies (black stars in Fig. 3.11), seen offshore Western Newfoundland, also stand out.
in the Analytic Signal (Fig. 3.11b) and Tilt derivative (Fig. 3.11c). These linear features may represent boundaries between different crustal blocks.

A band-pass filter is applied to the gravity data to separate the regional and residual components (Fig. 3.12). Once again, the filter is based on the Power spectrum shown in Figure 3.6a, assuming that lower frequencies are typically associated with deeper layers. Figure 3.12c shows that the residual gravity anomaly data do not contribute significantly to the total gravity signal of the area. This behaviour is expected due to the coarse 3 km spacing of the satellite gravity data, which is appropriate for regional studies.

![Figure 3.12: Separation of the Regional/Residual fields from the Gravity anomaly map using the Power Spectrum: a) Gravity anomaly data, b) Regional Gravity anomaly data and c) Residual gravity anomaly data. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.](image-url)
Computation of the Analytic Signal, Tilt derivative (TDR) and Horizontal derivative of the tilt derivative (HD-TDR) is also performed for the Free Air offshore and Bouguer onshore gravity anomaly data. The Analytic Signal (Figure 3.13b) clearly resolves the Humber allochthon while the TDR highlights the trace of the Appalachian front (black arrow in Fig. 3.13c) and the density variability within the Long Range Massif (red arrow in Fig. 3.13c) in the Humber Arm. Figure 3.13 does not show any variability offshore Western Newfoundland. This may indicate that the densities are uniform in the material beneath this area.

Figure 3.13: Special filters applied to the Free Air offshore and Bouguer onshore Gravity anomaly data: a) Gravity anomaly data, b) Analytic Signal, c) Tilt derivative (TDR) and d) Horizontal derivative of the tilt derivative (HD-TDR). Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Arrows correspond to gravity anomalies described in text. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
3.4 Curvature

In general, all of the calculated curvature attributes succeed in highlighting the main features observed in the gravity and magnetic data. Figure 3.14 shows the dip angle curvature for the high resolution residual magnetic grids. This attribute can be used to detect linear features that separate geological domains with different magnetic susceptibilities. In Figure 3.14a, the dip angle highlights the extent of the Odd Twins Anomaly (purple star in Fig. 3.15a), which seems to vanish close to the coast of Western Newfoundland. West of the Port-au Port area, a trend (white star in Fig. 3.15b) correlates with the boundary between the high and low values in the same area as Figure 3.3a.
Figure 3.14: Dip Angle Curvature results for the high resolution magnetic data. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric and topographic contours (m). Color stars correspond to magnetic anomalies described in text. a) Offshore Western Newfoundland, b) Corner Brook, c) Deer Lake, d) Gros Morne, e) Indian Head. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
Figure 3.15: Dip Angle Curvature results for the high resolution magnetic data. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Dashed grey lines correspond to bathymetric and topographic contours (m). Color stars correspond to anomalies described in text. a) Offshore Western Newfoundland and b) zoomed in map showing the Odd Twins Anomaly and other features. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

The Dip angle for the Corner Brook area (Fig. 3.14b) clearly defines the boundaries of the ophiolite complexes in the area (purple star in Fig. 14b). An oval-elongated shape also demarcates the presence of the Fleur de Lys Super Group (red star in Fig. 3.14b). Similar patterns are also found in Figure 3.14c, d and e where the attribute highlights different rock unit outcrops.
To calculate the curvature attributes for the knitted magnetic data, it was necessary to create a grid with a 3 km data point spacing. Dip angle and dip curvature attributes are shown for the knitted dataset in Figure 3.16. Both attributes show similar results and mainly highlight ophiolites complexes on land and offshore Western Newfoundland.

![Figure 3.16: Map of a) dip angle and b) dip curvature of the Western Newfoundland Magnetic anomaly data. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.](image)

The dip angle and dip curvature attributes were also calculated for the Bouguer data on land and the Free Air data offshore (Fig. 3.17). However, the results shown in Figure 3.17 are not very informative. Due to the knitting of the Bouguer onshore and Free Air
offshore datasets, it was thought that this would have created artefacts that could obstruct the curvature analysis. Therefore, the curvature analysis was also performed on just the Free Air anomaly data alone (Fig. 3.18). The dip angle and dip curvature attributes are very similar. Within the Humber Arm, a strong positive trend seems to separate zones of differing density and also follows the trace of the Tea Cove thrust. Nevertheless, the thrust ends and the trend continues on land. In general, density variability and the ophiolites are strongly highlighted on land. Offshore Western Newfoundland and in the Grenville region of Quebec, the curvature attributes are not as variable. However, the southern depocenter in the Gulf of St. Lawrence does stand out due to the density contrast between the thick Carboniferous basin and the surrounding sediments.

Figure 3.17: Map of a) dip angle and b) dip curvature for the Western Newfoundland combined Bouguer/ Free Air gravity map. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
3.5 Euler Deconvolution

The Euler Deconvolution method is a trial and error process that depends on three parameters: the structural index (SI), the window size, and the tolerance of the obtained solutions. Figure 3.19 shows the Euler deconvolution results obtained by varying the SI from 0 to 2 and keeping the other parameters constant for the combined Free Air/ Bouguer gravity anomaly datasets. Increasing the SI leads to an increase in the amount of points resolved by the Euler deconvolution. Although, the choice of SI implies a model interpretation (Section 2.4, Chapter II), the clusters shown in Figure 3.19 do not provide any interpretable information about the underlying structures in the study area.
After testing all parameters, the preferred solutions are shown in Figure 3.20. The clusters are located in the offshore area and they border gravity anomalies. The results, nonetheless, are not geologically intuitive or interpretable.

The Euler deconvolution testing process is also applied to the magnetic datasets. Figure 3.21 shows the preferred solutions for the compilation magnetic data, high resolution magnetic data, and the knitted dataset. Figure 3.21a and Figure 3.21b show clusters that border the E-W linear anomalies (red circles in Fig. 3.21a and 21b). The depths of those clusters extend to 7.9 km. Therefore, these anomalies appear to originate from the upper crust. Clusters also border certain oval shaped anomalies in the northern part of the study area (Fig. 3.21a) with shallower depths, which suggest that these bodies are found in sedimentary layers or the upper crust.
Figure 3. 19: Maps of tests of the Euler deconvolution results for the combined Bouguer/Free Air gravity data from varying the Structural Index (SI), a) SI = 0, Tolerance = 10% and Windows size= 15 km, b) SI = 1, Tolerance = 10% and Windows size= 15 km and c) SI=2, Tolerance = 10% and Windows size= 15 km. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.

Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
The Euler deconvolution tests were also performed on the Free Air anomaly data of the study area. Figure 3.22 shows the preferred solution for this case. This figure shows more interpretable results in comparison to Figure 3.20. In the Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone, a large accumulation of points is shown (Fig. 3.22). The behaviour of these points may provide information about the major faults in the area. Similarly, a cluster that parallels the trace of the Tea Cove Thrust is shown in Figure 3.22, despite the lack of surface evidence for this feature.
Figure 3.21: Map of Euler’s deconvolution for magnetic data. a) SI = 1, Tolerance = 8% and Window size = 30 km, b) SI = 1, Tolerance = 1% and Window size = 30 km, and c) SI = 1, Tolerance 10% and Window size = 30 km. Maps show surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Red circle corresponds to anomalies described in text. Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
3.6 Summary

The Free Air anomaly generally corresponds with the topography and bathymetry. The Free Air offshore and Bouguer onshore gravity maps show high positive anomalies related to ophiolite complexes in the Notre Dame subzone whereas low negative anomalies cover most of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Similarly, the residual magnetic anomaly also shows the same behavior. The Odd Twins Anomaly is highlighted by the High resolution magnetic data and by the Curvature attributes. The spectral analysis for both potential data showed a broad scale (>25 km) for the first spectrum trend. These depths may be related to the mean Moho depth and deepest extent of static magnetic sources for the study area. A more detailed power spectrum analysis was also performed for each of the high resolution
magnetic surveys. The Euler deconvolution final results may provide information about faults in the study area.

The following chapter, chapter IV, introduces the core research results. The 3D gravity modelling and seismic interpretation results are analyzed.
Chapter 4: Seismic Interpretation and Gravity modelling

In this chapter, the core research results are presented. First, the seismic interpretation results are discussed. These are used to constrain the sedimentary structure in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The results from the 3D gravity forward modelling are presented as evolving sections. Standard basic statistics are computed for the residual gravity anomaly of the final model. Sections of the final model are also explained. Finally, derived Moho depth and basement depth maps are shown and discussed. The evidence for the high-density lower crustal body is also addressed.

4.1 Seismic Interpretation

The interpreted general structure of the sedimentary layers as well as the faults that modify the basement are shown in the final stages of the forward gravity modelling.

In general, all seismic lines are characterized by chaotic reflectivity and poor continuity. However, for all northern seismic lines, four different patterns were observable (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, letter A denotes parallel reflections that are marked as horizons 1 and 2 and that correspond to Cambro-Ordovician platform successions and the Grenville basement. Along the east side of the seismic lines, from 250 to 1250 ms, an area of chaotic reflectors stands out. This behavior contrasts with the discontinuous reflectivity seen to the west, and denoted by letter C, that corresponds to foreland basin sediments. Low angle reflections that terminate against a steeper seismic surface, well known as onlap, are found between C and B. This pattern of onlap indicates two different strata coexisting in the area. The shallower area, from 0 to almost 500 ms, is characterized by strong continuous reflectors. These distinct patterns allowed for three main horizons to be interpreted and the chaotic character shown by letter B to be interpreted as the Humber Arm Allochthon (HAA) (Cooper et al., 2001; Hinchey et al., 2015; Stockmal et al., 1998). Figure 4.2 shows the interpretation of seismic line 91-1493 and it is shown how the Humber Arm Allochthon is still present in the south. Stockmal et al. (1998) interpreted the same seismic lines, as well
as others in the study area, and found that the tectonic wedge (Triangle zone or Humber Arm Allochthon) is of a thin-skinned nature. This can be seen in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, where the HAA seems to be bounded at the top by the Tea Cove Thrust. The parallel reflections marked as A, and the sub-parallel reflections marked as C suggest that the arrival of the HAA disrupted these sedimentary packages. The emplacement of the HAA took place after these layers were deposited. Therefore, the HAA was emplaced during the post-Silurian or the Early Devonian (Stockmal et al., 1998).

Further south in the study area at line CAH91-20 from the Port-au-Port Peninsula (Fig. 4.3), parallel and subparallel reflector geometries with strong amplitudes are observed. These horizons are deformed and the chaotic geometry of the HAA is not clear since there are clear faults that mask the seismic reflectivity. However, Stockmal et al. (1998) interpreted the presence of the HAA, as shown in Figure 4.3, with a dashed circle.

The faults shown in Figure 4.3 cut through the sedimentary layers and also the basement. These faults are characterized as thick-skinned faults (Stockmal et al., 2004, 1998). Examples are the Round Head Thrust and the St. George Thrust. Stockmal et al. (2004, 1998) interpreted the Round Head Thrust as a reactivated normal fault during the Acadian Orogen.
Figure 4.1: (Top) Location of seismic line CAH90-01, red line. (Bottom) Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic line CAH90-01.
Figure 4.2: (Top) Location of seismic line 91-1493, red line. (Bottom) Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic line 91-1493.
4.2 Forward Modelling

The gravity forward model was improved by adding more constraints. The first model (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.5a) only included 18 sections with variations in topography and bathymetry. The sediment depths were set to 3 km and 40 km respectively, following the seismic refraction model from Jackson et al. (1998) and Marillier et al. (1994). Figure 4.5a shows the residual gravity map for this overly simple preliminary model. The correlation factor between the measured and calculated gravity anomaly was 0.63. A second model (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.5b) was constructed by varying Moho depth and depth to basement, to reproduce the gravity anomalies along each section. The correlation factor increased to 0.78.

A better fit was achieved by including more model sections, for a total of 28 sections (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.5c), and by dividing the crust into an upper and a lower crust based on the seismic refraction model. The correlation factor between the measured and calculated gravity anomaly increased to 0.93. To fit the observations, this model did not require a clear separation between the lower crust of the Grenville zone and the Humber zone, or an underplated crust in the Humber zone, as has been previously proposed (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1994; Quinlan et al., 1992).
Figure 4.3: (Top) Location of seismic line CAH91-20, red line. (Bottom) Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic line CAH91-20.
Based on previous work, a high density body was included beneath the former Laurentia continental margin, and the lower crust was separated into lower-crustal blocks (LCBs) (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1989). More sections, for a total of 30 (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.5d), were added to better constrain the geometry and extent of the high density lower crustal body. The correlation factor increased to 0.96.

These four preliminary models (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.5) were tested against the observed Free Air anomaly data (Fig. 4.4). These models show that the density structure in Western Newfoundland is very simple. With a simple sedimentary layer with a density of 2.4 g/cm$^3$, a good fit is obtained for the western part of the study area in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Fig. 4.5). The depth to the Moho and the separation between the upper and lower crust also reproduce the regional trends of the gravity anomaly well. To improve the model for the eastern part of the study area, the models were adjusted using the combined Free Air anomaly data offshore and Bouguer anomaly data on land. Figure 4.6 documents the evolution of the forward model until the final model is reached.
Figure 4.6a shows the fifth version of the forward model (Table 4.1), constructed using the same 30 sections. However, changes in topography were not taken into account on land since the Bouguer anomaly data are already corrected for topography. The correlation factor dropped from 0.96 to 0.88 and as it is shown in Figure 4.6a, the main differences in the residual anomaly are found on land. This discovery suggests that the sedimentary structure for Western Newfoundland cannot be defined using only a simple sedimentary layer. The surface geology of the study area (Williams, 1995) divides the area into different tectonic domains that may each have different density characteristics and that may differ from the sediments in the offshore area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Number of 2D sections</th>
<th>Free Air Anomaly</th>
<th>Free Air and Bouguer Anomaly</th>
<th>Topography/Bathymetry</th>
<th>Division of Upper and Lower Crust</th>
<th>High density body</th>
<th>Division of Sediments</th>
<th>Euler constraints</th>
<th>Seismic constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (Final model)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To improve the fit between the measured and observed gravity data, Euler deconvolution points (Fig. 3.20 from Chapter III) were projected into the model. Seismic refraction lines 91/3 and 91/4 were also used to better constrain the evolving model (Fig. 1.1 from Chapter I). Figures 4.7a and 4.7b show how the Euler Deconvolution points appear in the 3D window of the IGMAS software. An explanation could be proposed for the distribution of Euler Deconvolution points in the northern area (Fig. 4.7), however, this is highly speculative given the lack of other constraints. Figure 4.7b shows an example section with projected Euler deconvolution points within 5 km of the section. As shown in Figure 4.8a, the points seem to follow the upper-lower crustal boundary, although this may be coincidental. The large accumulation of points in the southern part of the study area (Fig. 4.7b) could be interpreted as major faults in the Notre Dame subzone since the points reach depths down to 20 km. The Burgeo Road Transect deep seismic reflection profile (Fig. 1.1 from Chapter I) shows changes in reflectivity (van der Velden et al., 2004) that may support the fault interpretation in the Notre Dame subzone. For example, the Bay Verte line- Cabot fault system is expressed as a vertical feature that cuts the entire crust. The Little Grand Lake Fault, the Lloyds River Fault and the Red Indian line also cut the crust (van der Velden et al., 2004). Despite this area appearing structurally complex on the seismic data, the density structure does not show abrupt lateral variability (Fig. 4.8b). Therefore, mean
densities of 2.65 and 2.85 g/cm³ for the upper crust and lower crust were assigned, without further lateral subdivisions.
Figure 4.5: Evolution of a 2D section through the preliminary models 1 to 4, with the match between the observed and calculated data plotted above each model section. a) Correlation of 0.63 between observed and calculated anomaly, b) correlation of 0.78, c) correlation of 0.93 and d) correlation of 0.96. Location of this section is found in Figure 4.4.
The surface geology was placed on Figure 4.8 using the surface geology maps of Western Newfoundland (Colman-Sadd et al., 2000; Waldron et al., 1993) and the tectonic division of Williams (1995). As shown in Figure 4.8, different regions in the study area have different densities that were adjusted to better fit the gravity signal. Along the coastline, where the Free Air anomaly and Bouguer anomaly were knitted together, anomalous geometry structures for the sediment layer were needed to reach a better fit. This situation is caused by the knitting algorithm and the complex Newfoundland coastline that do not allow a clear meshing between both anomaly datasets. The anomalous structures do not have a geological meaning and are not interpreted. Hence, the results along the coastline are marked by a white square on the sections (Fig. 4.8 and 4.9).
Figure 4.7: Western Newfoundland modelling area with Euler deconvolution points (red dots) in a) 2D and b) 3D. Red line shows position of Figure 4.8a and blue line shows position of Figure 4.8b.
Figure 4.8: Example sections of model 5, corresponding to Figure 4.6. a) Section in the north of the study area, marked as red in Figure 4.6b and 4.7, and b) section in the south of the study area, marked as blue in Figure 4.6b and 4.7.

Figure 4.9 shows the section that follows seismic refraction profile 88-3 (Figure 1, Chapter I). The Moho depth is approximately 40 km for the shown slice. The geometry of the high density body is not fully captured by seismic profile 88-3 (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998). However,
this body, with a seismically derived density of 3.03 g/cm³, is modelled within the Grenville basement and underneath the Humber zone. The depth of the sedimentary layer is shown by the thick dashed line (Fig. 4.9).

![Diagram showing gravity and density models]

**Figure 4.9:** Section from model 5, coincident with seismic refraction line 88-3. (Top) Comparison of the observed gravity and calculated gravity data. (Bottom) Density model for this line. Black lines (solid and dashed) identify the configuration of the layers given by seismic refraction line 88-3 (Jackson et al., 1998). Solid black lines are reflectors. Base of the crust (Moho) identified by black thicker line. Dashed black lines are model boundaries.

After adding the independent constraints already discussed and adjusting the geometry of the sediments to produce a better fit between the model and observed gravity data, the correlation factor improved from 0.88 to 0.97. The final model 7 (Figure 4.6c, Table 4.1) included the seismically interpreted horizons and necessary model adjustments to improve the fit. In the following section, the final model is discussed.

4.1.1 Model precision and limitations
In order to assess the precision of the regional density model, a statistical analysis of the misfit between the observed gravity (Combined Free Air anomaly offshore / Bouguer anomaly on land) and the calculated gravity from the model was undertaken. Figure 4.10b shows the histogram of the misfit (Fig. 4.10a), which shows a high concentration of values around $5.28 \times 10^{-9}$ mGal (arithmetic mean) with a standard deviation of 3.97 mGal, and a correlation factor of 0.97 between calculated and observed gravity anomalies.

Figure 4.10: a) Residual gravity field of the study area obtained by subtracting the calculated gravity effect of the 3D model from the observed gravity field (black lines indicate position of the W-E sections used to define the model geometry), b) histogram of residual gravity, arithmetic mean, standard deviation (SD), and correlation coefficient (R).
The greatest differences in the residual map (Fig. 4.10a) are found along the sections where the geology of the bodies has been interpolated. The average separation between sections is ~10 km, so smaller geological structures were not taken into account. For instance, values higher than the standard deviation are observed in the ophiolite complexes of the Humber Arm Allochthon, indicating that the material should have a higher local density value than the selected density value for the regional structure.

Despite the discrepancies discussed, the statistical analyses show that the observed misfit is not regionally significant. Tassara et al. (2006) developed a 3D density model for the Nazca plate and the Andean continental margin and according to their results, the expected uncertainty for the depth to discontinuities is ~20% and for density uncertainties range from 0.15 to 10%. Considering those uncertainties, the 3D density model from this study is non-unique and represents one of the many possible models for Western Newfoundland. However, the high-resolution gravity data and the seismic constraints allow this model to satisfy the regional tectonic structures of the study area.

4.2.2 Model sections

Four E-W sections and 5 arbitrarily oriented sections are presented to illustrate the main characteristics of the 3D gravity model and its consistency with the constraining data (Fig. 4.11).

Section 1 (Fig. 4.12) crosses the southern part of the study area, specifically the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and it is in the vicinity of seismic profile 91/4. The seismic velocities from seismic profile 91/4 were used as the main input for the density selection for the area. The sediments are divided in two layers with densities of 2.30 and 2.60 g/cm³. The upper crust is also divided into two layers of 2.74 and 2.80 g/cm³. The derived densities from seismic velocities for the lower crust were higher (2.91 g/cm³) compared to what was required to reach a better fit. A density of 2.88 for the lower crustal bodies was assigned to the Laurentia and Dunnage margins. The Moho depths, less than 40 km, agree with profile 91/4 (Hall et al., 1998).

Section 2 (Fig. 4.13) is the same section shown in Figure 4.8b with the final layer divisions. This section crosses the Gulf of St. Lawrence, St. George Basin and the Dunnage surface zones.
The separation of the St. George Basin and the Notre Dame sub-zone corresponds to the Cabot fault, which is a dextral strike-slip fault. van der Velden et al. (2004) interpreted this fault as a near vertical feature that extends from the surface to the Moho, meaning that this fault cuts the entire crust. The Cabot fault is shown in Figure 4.13 as black dots. There is a clear near vertical separation within the sedimentary provinces with different densities but there is not a clear separation in the crust within this model. The Euler deconvolution points are also plotted in Figure 4.13 as green dots which may relate to the extensive crustal scale faults as interpreted in the area by van der Velden et al. (2004).
Sections CAH90-1 and CAH90-2 (Fig. 4.14) are extracted along the seismic lines CAH90-1 (Fig. 4.1) and CAH 90-2, which both contain the Humber Arm Allochthon (HAA). Beneath the seismically imaged HAA, the basement had to be adjusted to better match the observed and calculated gravity. This shifted the model basement by ~ 2 km in comparison with the seismically interpreted basement. The interpreted basement was converted to depth using a 4 km/s standard velocity for sediments that may not be appropriate for the entire sedimentary structure of the area. In general, the HAA is composed of mainly sediments deposited on the continental shelf slope. The HAA and the offshore sediments seem to have the same general 2.4 g/cm³ density.

Section 3 (Fig. 4.15) crosses the northern part of the Humber external zone and White Bay. This section crosses the shelf and foreland basin rocks of the autochthon and the Long Range Massif. Figure 4.15 shows the separation between the LCBs and the separation of the upper crust, although the densities remain the same. The densities for the Grenville LCB and Laurentia LCB were obtained from profiles 88-3, 88-4 and 91-3 (Hall et al., 1998). The densities and structure for
the Long Range Massif and the carbonate successions were based on gravity forward modelling adjustments. Section 3 also shows the high density lower crustal body which was previously inferred from seismic data investigations (Jackson et al., 1998). This body extends along the Humber peninsula and seems to exist beneath the Humber arm region as it was imaged for seismic refraction lines 88/3 and 88/4 (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998).

Section 4 (Fig. 4.16) is from the northern part of the study area. It crosses the Labrador region and extends into the Atlantic Ocean. The densities obtained from profile 88-3 for the upper and lower crust are still kept for the Grenville Province in this area, for lack of other constraints. North of the study area, Funck et al. (2001) found similar densities for the Grenville Province. The shallowest crust of the Grenville has a higher density than the offshore sediments since igneous rocks are present based on the residual magnetic maps (Fig. 4.4 from Section III, Chapter III).

Profile 88-4 is shown in Figure 4.17. This seismic profile runs parallel to the Humber Arm peninsula and crosses perpendicular to profile 88-3 (Figure 1, chapter I). The Moho depths and the
top of the high density lower crustal body are well constrained and correlate with seismic refraction line 88-4. The dashed line represents a layer that has a slightly higher density than the density chosen for the entire structure based on profile 88-3. However, the sedimentary structure is consistent with both profiles.
The eastern part of seismic profile 91-3 was also used to constrain the onshore structure for Western Newfoundland, as shown in Figure 4.18. The Moho does not exactly follow the Moho constrained by the seismic profile (Fig. 4.18). However, estimated errors for the depth to the top of the interface in profile 91-3 correspond to about 10% of the layer boundary depth. In that sense, the ~3 km misfit between the modelled Moho and the constrained Moho is still within an acceptable difference. Differences between the calculated and observed gravity for the HAA, which are caused by the ophiolite complexes, are smaller than the section separation and were not modelled.

The western part of profile 91-3 shows a misfit of ~ 20 mGal between the calculated and observed gravity. This difference suggests that the density of the Humber Arm Allochthon (2.40 g/cm³) is higher than needed.

Figure 4.15: E-W section 3 near the centre of the study area. (Top) Comparison of the observed gravity and calculated gravity data. (Bottom) Density model for this line. Location in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.16: E-W section 4 at the northern end of the study area. (Top) Comparison of the observed gravity and calculated gravity data. (Bottom) Density model for this line. Location in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.17: Section 88-4, parallel to the coastline. (Top) Comparison of the observed gravity and calculated gravity data. (Bottom) Density model for this line. Solid black lines are reflectors. Base of the crust (Moho) identified by black thicker lines. Dashed black lines are model boundaries. Location in Figure 4.11.
Finally, regional north-south sections that cross the entire study area are shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20. As shown in these figures, the Moho depths do not vary significantly. Figure 19 shows a large accumulation of sediments toward the middle of the study area in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The high density body extends for almost 150 km north-south. At the southern end of the study area, the upper crust exhibits more differentiated densities, in agreement with profile 91-4 (see location of profile 91-4 in Figure 1, chapter I).

Despite differences of up to 5 mGal between the observed and calculated gravity shown in Figure 4.20, the model follows the regional gravity trend. This means that the 3D gravity forward model satisfies the regional tectonic structures of the study area.
Figure 4.19: Vertical section 1 from N to S across the full study area. (Top) Comparison of the observed gravity and calculated gravity data. (Bottom) Density model for this line. Location in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.20: Vertical section 2 from N to S across the full study area. (Top) Comparison of the observed gravity and calculated gravity data. (Bottom) Density model for this line. Location in Figure 4.11.
4.2.3 Moho and Depth to the Basement Maps

Figure 4.21 shows the Moho depths and depth to the basement obtained from the 3D final model (Fig. 4.10). The Moho varies in depth (Fig. 4.21b) from approximately 38 km to 45 km. The parts of the model for which the Moho was constrained by the seismic profiles did not require much modification of the model geometry to obtain a good fit between the modelled and observed gravity fields. The depths shown in Figure 4.20b are in agreement with a stable and thick continental crust as expected for Western Newfoundland. The Moho is shallower in the south of the study area and increases in depth towards the Humber Arm until it becomes more flat in the northern study area. The presence of the high density lower crustal body seems to have an effect on the Moho depth since its presence coincides with the Moho depth change towards the center of the study area. Although, the sediments in the southern part of the study area thicken, the Moho depth does not deepen in this area.

The depth to the basement variations in the study area correlate with the shape of the gravity anomaly, suggesting that they have a significant impact on the gravity field of the area. The depth to the basement is deeper (> 4 km) in the western part of the Humber Arm and its continuation offshore into the Anticosti Basin, which follows seismic refraction line 88-3. In the southern part of the study area, the depth to the basement deepens (> 5 km) due to the presence of the Magdalen Basin depocenter. Similarly, in the St. George Sub-basin, the depth to the basement increases. The depth to the basement onshore Western Newfoundland is very shallow, with the exception of areas where ophiolite complexes occur at the surface. In the Grenville Province of the Labrador Province, the top of basement is consistently deep. However, there are small variations that may be caused by igneous rocks inferred from the residual magnetic map.
4.4.4 High density lower crustal body

The high density lower crustal body (Fig. 4.19) was first imaged along seismic lines 88-3 and 88-4 by Michel et al. (1992) (See figure I, chapter I for location). However, the offshore extent of this body could not be estimated due to the lack of deep seismic profiles in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. Hall et al. (1998) proposed that this lower crustal body extended along seismic profile 88-4. Based on this earlier work, the high density lower crustal body was included in the 3D model. The density chosen was 3.03 g/cm$^3$ based on the cited seismic profiles. The body appears at the Port-au Port Peninsula and runs parallel to the west coast. It extends ~200 km N-S and ~80 km E-W. However, to the north, it narrows. This body extends into parts of the Humber Arm surface zone.

Figure 4.22: Calculated gravity effect of sediments. Dashed black lines correspond to contours each 50 mGal.
An alternative model with a continuous lower crust in which the high density body does not exist was also tested. The density distribution was assumed to be equal to the densities from the base model. The results from the alternative model (Fig. 4.23b) show that the contribution of the high density lower crustal body does have a significant effect on the gravity signal in the area. In fact, the correlation factor between the observed gravity and calculated gravity decreased from 0.97 to 0.89. Therefore, the high density lower crustal body is included in the final model.
4.3 Summary

This chapter introduced the 3D gravity forward modelling results. The first section described the results obtained for the seismic interpretation which constrained the depth to the basement and geometry of the Humber Arm Allochthon. This was followed by an explanation and description of the required steps and input constraints to reach a correlation factor of 0.97 between the observed and calculated gravity. The final model (model 7) was then analyzed by describing ten 2D sections. 4 sections run E-W while 2 sections run N-S across the full study area. The remaining 4 sections were extracted along different seismic profiles.

Having described the final model geometry and densities, the Moho depths and depth to the basement were discussed. The Moho varies from approximately 38 km to 45 km while the depth to the basement seems more variable. The sediments thicken in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, especially in the southern part of the study area.

Finally, the contribution from the high density lower crustal body to the full gravity signal was tested with an alternative model with a continuous lower crust in which the high density body does not exist. The results show that the high density lower crustal body does indeed have a significant effect on the gravity signal in the area.

The following chapter, chapter VI, introduces the results from the 3D gravity inversion using the Grav3D algorithm and an algorithm created by a Post-doctoral fellow, Dr. Meixia Geng, in the Earth Sciences Department of Memorial University.
Chapter 5: Gravity Inversion

In this chapter, the inversion of the gravity data is presented. First, the 3D gravity inversion results using the GRAV3D algorithm are discussed. The 3D gravity inversion is presented as evolving sections. Finally, the gravity inversion results constructed from an inversion algorithm developed in the Department of Earth Sciences of Memorial University are compared with the gravity forward model and the GRAV3D results.

5.1 3D Gravity Inversion

All gravity inversions were performed using the combined Free Air anomaly offshore and Bouguer anomaly on land dataset. The first 3D gravity inversion is obtained by using the mesh created automatically by the GRAV3D program with no other constraints. The input parameters for the mesh are the width of the cells, set to 5 km, and the height of each cell, which is set to 600 m. As shown in Figure 5.1, the results obtained from this first inversion approach are not geologically interpretable, despite fitting the observed gravity data (Fig 5.2). The depth of the auto-generated mesh is too deep and does not correspond with the focus of this research. For more interpretable results, the depth of the mesh is restricted to 60 km (Fig. 5.3a).

Upon creating a satisfactory mesh, one default parameter is changed each time that a 3D gravity inversion is performed. The second gravity inversion takes into account the bathymetry of the study area (Fig. 5.3b). The bathymetry and a depth weighting function are included in the third inversion (Fig. 5.3c). The density contrast bounds are set to -2 and 0.6 g/cm$^3$ relative to a crustal density of 2.85 g/cm$^3$. The lower negative density bound is related to the most negative contrast related to the water layer which usually has a density of 1.03 g/cm$^3$. The higher positive density bound is related to the mantle layer which usually has a density rage of 3.1-3.5 g/cm$^3$. These density bounds are introduced into a fourth model (Fig. 5.3d) that also includes the previously mentioned parameters.

For inversions five to seven (Fig. 5.4), the length scales or smoothness ($L_x$, $L_y$ and $L_z$) are modified to highlight geological structures in a preferred axis direction. Specifying greater values
for a certain length scale produces smoother models in that direction. The x-length scale is increased from 1 to 2 for the fifth inversion (Fig. 5.4a) while the y-length scale is increased by the same amount for the sixth inversion (Fig. 5.4b). Finally, the seventh inversion includes both increased x and y length scales and all parameters previously discussed (Fig. 5.4c).

Table 5.1: Summary of 3D gravity inversion parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inversion</th>
<th>Default Mesh</th>
<th>Modified Mesh</th>
<th>Bathymetry</th>
<th>Depth weighting function</th>
<th>Density contrast bounds</th>
<th>Length scales</th>
<th>Reference model</th>
<th>Probabilistic approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first seven 3D gravity inversions (Table 5.1) do not include the final 3D forward model discussed in chapter IV. This forward model is used as a reference model to constrain the 3D gravity inversion from the eighth to eleventh inversions (Table 5.1). The reference model is constructed using the Moho depths and depths to the basement from the final forward modelled density model. It also included the top of the high density lower crustal body structure. The density contrasts are calculated relative to the densities assigned for the final 3D forward model.

The eighth gravity inversion is performed using only the reference model and the default parameters (Fig. 5.4d). The ninth gravity inversion includes the bathymetry (Fig. 5.5a) while the tenth gravity inversion includes a modification in the length scales. A depth weighting function, and the y-length scale is increased to emphasize the along-margin structure of the high density
lower crustal body (Fig. 5.5b). The eleventh inversion (Fig. 5.5c) uses all of the same parameters but the depth weighting function’s exponent is changed from 3 to 2.

![Figure 5.1: First inversion using the mesh auto-generated by GRAV3D.](image)

Table 5.2: Summary of reference density contrast bounds in g/cm³

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inversion</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Sediments</th>
<th>Crust</th>
<th>High density body</th>
<th>Moho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>-0.05, 0.05</td>
<td>-0.2, 0.2</td>
<td>-0.2, 0.2</td>
<td>-0.15, 0.15</td>
<td>-0.2, 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.05, 0.05</td>
<td>-0.2, 0.2</td>
<td>-0.4, 0.3</td>
<td>-0.1, 0.1</td>
<td>-0.01, 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.05, 0.05</td>
<td>-0.4, 0.4</td>
<td>-0.3, 0.3</td>
<td>-0.1, 0.1</td>
<td>-0.01, 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inversions twelve and thirteen (Fig. 5.6 and 5.5d) use the previous parameters but the reference density model bounds for the sediments and crust are slightly modified (See Table 5.2)

Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 show the same section through all of the 3D gravity inversions, changing different parameters for each inversion. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 seem not to vary
significantly. However, the biggest density contrast, which is thought to be the Moho discontinuity, gets shallower as the E-W and N-S directions are smoothed.

From Figures 5.3 and 5.6, the inversion results seem not to vary when the reference model is added. For Figure 5.4d, adding the reference model does not significantly improve the results. When adding a depth weighting function (Fig. 5.5c), the resolution of the inversion results decrease, and they are therefore unclear in comparison with the previous inversion results.
Figure 5.3: Evolution of 2D W-E sections for the different gravity inversion setups. a) First result with proper mesh and default parameters, b) second inversion results with bathymetry of the study area added, c) third inversion results with previous parameters and a depth weighting function, d) fourth inversion results with previous parameters and density contrast bounds. See Figure 5.2 for location.
Figure 5.4: Evolution of 2D E-W sections for the gravity inversion setups. a) inversion results with modified x length scale, b) inversion results with modified y length scale, c) inversion results with modified x and y length scales, d) inversion results with default parameters and forward model. See Figure 5.2 for location.
Figure 5.5: Evolution of 2D W-E-sections for the gravity inversion setups. a) Ninth inversion results with reference model and bathymetry, b) tenth inversion results with depth weighting function and modified y-length scale, c) eleventh inversion results with the depth weighting function’s exponent changed. See Figure 5.2 for location.
Figure 5.6: Evolution of 2D W-E sections for the different gravity inversion setups. a) Twelfth inversion results with a change in the reference sediment density; b) thirteenth inversion results with a change in the reference sediment and crustal densities. See Figure 5.2 for location.

Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between the best inversion results with and without the reference model and the final forward gravity model discussed in section IV (Table 5.1). The inversion results without the reference model (Fig. 5.7b) are smoother than the one constrained by the reference model (Fig. 5.7c). However, both inversion results are similar and agree with the geometry of the possible Moho discontinuity. The Moho depths for the forward model are around 40 km while the Moho depths are slightly deeper for both
inversion results. To the south of the study area, the Moho depths from the inversions increase while they remain the same for the gravity forward model.

A negative density contrast is apparent in the inversion results in the south of the study area. The forward gravity model does not capture such anomalies. This southern area is characterized by thick sediments, which correspond to a strong negative anomaly in the
gravity map (Fig. 3.2, Chapter III). For the forward model, the upper crust in the southern area is divided into both an upper crust and a lower crust that have different density values from those in the north. This crustal density contrast, thought to be due to previously discussed tectonic domains, may have contributed to this strong negative anomaly, while the inversion compensated for this anomaly by altering the Moho depth.

Unfortunately, the inversion results do not show the presence of the high density lower crustal body as it was modelled in the forward model, although the non-uniqueness of the inversion does not preclude its existence.

In order to test the inversion results obtained through GRAV3D, numeric values were compared with a newly developed 3D gravity inversion algorithm, based on the probabilistic method discussed by Geng et al. (2017). For this inversion, only the depth to basement constraint obtained from the 3D gravity forward model is used. As shown in Figure 5.8, the new inversion results (i.e., the fourteenth inversion results) produced a smoother model than the previous inversions. Additionally, inversion fourteen seems to support the presence of a high density contrast towards the middle of the section shown in Figure 5.8c. This anomaly correlates spatially with the high density lower crustal body modelled in the forward model.

Figure 5.9 shows a comparison between the N-S section discussed in chapter IV and the inversion results with the probabilistic method obtained for the same section. As shown in this figure, the inversion results show a strong density contrast and a similar configuration to one where the high density lower crustal body is modelled in the forward model. To the south, there is also a strong density contrast which correlates with the division of the upper crust in the forward model. North of this anomaly, the density contrast is less and apparently corresponds to a typical continental crust with no large density modifications.
Figure 5.8: Evolution of 2D W-E sections for the gravity inversion setups. a) Seventh inversion results with modified x and y length scales, b) thirteenth inversion results with a change in the reference sediment and crustal densities, c) fourteenth inversion results from the probabilistic inversion method using only the depth to basement constraints. See Figure 5.2 for location.
Figure 5.9: Comparison of a) the N-S gravity forward model section with b) the fourteenth inversion result. Interpreted Moho identified by black thick line. Location of these sections is found in Figure 5.2.

The Moho depths from inversion models seven, thirteen, fourteen, and Moho depths obtained from the gravity forward modelling are plotted in Figure 5.10. The Moho depths obtained from inversions seven and thirteen are very similar. Despite adding a reference model, inversion thirteen did not produce any significant changes. Moho depths from the probabilistic method are smoother than those obtained from GRAV3D.

The Moho depths from the probabilistic method (Fig. 5.10d) show a shallow Moho towards the center of the study area. This pattern may be due to the presence of the high density lower crustal body which masks the true Moho depths. If so, the apparent shallow Moho actually corresponds to the position and the top of the anomalous lower crustal body (> 25 km), in agreement with the seismic refraction profile 88/3 and the final forward model.
For this area, the Moho depths from the gravity forward model and the probabilistic method are deeper than 35 km indicating both results seem to agree with one another. To the south of the study area, the Moho depths are shallower while, for the Grenville Province, the Moho depths do not vary. The major variations in the Moho are found in the Gulf of St. Lawrence adjacent to the Humber Arm, where the Moho reaches its maximum depth. The Moho depths vary between ~35-45 km, with 25 and 45 km below the Dunnage zone and the Humber zone, respectively.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of Moho depths for Western Newfoundland: a) Seventh inversion results, b) thirteenth inversion results, c) fourteenth inversion results and d) final gravity forward model.
5.2 Summary

This chapter introduced the 3D gravity inversion results. First, the results obtained from the GRAV3D software were described. These results were shown as evolving sections with new constraints added each time the inversion was run. The best results from this method were compared to those obtained from the final forward model. Another methodology based on the probabilistic inversion method was also used to test the results obtained previously. The results obtained from this new inversion code developed in the Department of Earth Sciences at Memorial University by Dr. Meixia Geng, resulted in a smoother model which better corresponded to the forward modelling results. The high density lower crustal body is imaged using the new probabilistic method by only adding the bathymetry and depth to the basement as constraints while it was not shown in the GRAV3D results despite adding a reference model. The Moho depths from the inversion results vary from 35-50 km.
Chapter 6: Discussion

This chapter encompasses the discussion and integration of results. The discussion is divided into sub-topics according to scale, from crustal scale to local features. Hence, crustal thickness and crustal structure are first analyzed followed by sedimentary thickness. Ophiolites, faults and the Odd Twins anomaly are the last points to be discussed.

6.1 Crustal Thickness and Structure

Previous geophysical studies in Western Newfoundland have attempted to link the complex surface geology with the deep crustal structure in the area (Hall et al., 1998; Haworth, 1978; Jackson, 2002; Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1989; Quinlan et al., 1992). Interpretations of seismic reflection data suggest that the crustal structure mimics the tectonic surface zones and carries lower crustal blocks (LCB) that may have (1), genetic relationships with the surface zones (Marillier et al., 1989) or (2), reflect fabric patterns that have overprinted older lower crust boundaries during the final collision of the terranes (Quinlan et al., 1992).

The 3D gravity forward model developed in this thesis follows the distribution of LCBs of Jackson et al. (1998) and Hall et al. (1998). Here, the lower crust is divided on the basis of densities derived from seismic refraction profiles. The Grenville LCB underlying the Grenville Province has a density of 2.88 g/cm³ for all of the study area. Jackson et al. (1998) define the edge of the LCB as a transition from low to high Bouguer anomalies outboard of the coastline, and with a southward facing ramp that does not extend beneath the Humber and Dunnage surface terranes. By knitting together Free Air and Bouguer anomaly datasets, this transition could not be modelled. However, in all of the forward modelled 2D gravity sections, this transition is abrupt. Furthermore, the density of the LCB beneath the Humber zone region is also 2.88 g/cm³ which suggests that Grenville Province rocks continue below the surface exposures of the Humber zone (Hall et al., 1998), making deep crustal boundaries even more difficult to detect. Additionally, the transition has also been linked
to the Appalachian front, as proposed by Haworth (1978). The new satellite Bouguer gravity data WGM2012 (Fig. 6.1) show that for the Humber zone, the low Bouguer gravity anomalies mask the position of this front, which suggests that the position of the Appalachian front may extend further into the Humber zone. In addition, recent upper crustal investigations in the Gulf of St. Lawrence suggest that the Appalachian structural front may be offset with respect to its mapped location (Kuponiyi et al., 2017).

![Western Newfoundland Bouguer anomaly map. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.](image)

Figure 6.1: Western Newfoundland Bouguer anomaly map. Map shows surface geological zones of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland (Williams, 1995). Abbreviations: D (Ex), Exploits subzone of the Dunnage zone; D (ND), Notre Dame subzone of the Dunnage zone.
The Laurentia margin crust is a zone of complex structure affected by late Paleozoic strike-slip faulting. Faults mapped at surface in the Humber and Dunnage zones are interpreted as deep-seated, basement faults (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998). The LCB beneath the Humber zone has a density of 2.88 g/cm$^3$ and the Dunnage LCB varies from 2.83 to 2.88 g/cm$^3$ in this gravity forward model. Hall et al. (1998) state that the crust below the Humber zone includes high-velocity reflective material that indicates mafic intrusions. This denser body (3.03 g/cm$^3$) indeed intrudes the lower crust beneath the Humber zone but might also be modelled within the Grenville LCB. Hence, the results here presented suggest that the high density lower crustal body is found beneath both the Grenville and Humber (Laurentia) zones.

In the southern part of the study area (Fig. 4.12), lower crust of the Laurentian margin has a density of 2.88 g/cm$^3$. The upper crust is divided into two layers with densities of 2.74 and 2.80 g/cm$^3$. This configuration supports seismic refraction profile 91/4 (Hall et al., 1998), in which the crust transitions from 6.0 to 6.9 km/s. In the southern part of onshore Western Newfoundland, the Laurentian margin crust is modelled with a density of 2.80 g/cm$^3$ for the upper crustal layer and 2.83 g/cm$^3$ for the lower crust. This lower crust contrasts with the 2.88 g/cm$^3$ Grenville LCB. Even though there is a density difference for this southern onshore area, the transition between the Grenville LCB and the Laurentian Complex zone is not clear from this 3D density model. On the other hand, the Laurentian margin upper crust in this area (mainly Dunnage zone at surface) has a high density value for the entire layer (2.80 g/cm$^3$), which agrees with the widespread outcrops of mafic igneous rocks (Hall et al., 1998) and the strong positive Bouguer anomalies. Therefore, these mafic igneous rocks seem to extend into the upper crustal layer. The upper crust in the Grenville zone has a density of 2.76 g/cm$^3$ which agrees with the exposed metamorphic rocks of intermediate to high grade (Hall et al., 1998).

The crustal thickness varies between 33 and 43 km (Figure 6.2b). However, this variation is systematic across the study area, such that the crustal thickness for the Gulf of St. Lawrence is around 39 km and it thins (34 km) where the high density lower crustal
body is located and a thick accumulation of sediments is also found (Figure 6.2b). Although the thick low density sediments compensate for the high density lower crustal block, removing the high density lower crustal block would require thinner sediments for the same gravity response. Due to the non-uniqueness, the gravity data cannot differentiate between these two models.

Figure 6.2: a) Sediment thickness and b) crustal thickness map for Western Newfoundland. Dashed black lines represent the modelled position of the high density lower crustal body.
In the southern Labrador area, the crustal thickness is ~ 39 km (Figure 6.2b) which is expected for a stable continental crust (Baranov and Morelli, 2014). Towards the Long Range Massif, the crustal thickness increases which agrees with the outcrops of Laurentia basement in Western Newfoundland (Waldron, 1994). There are some localized low crustal thickness values in Western Newfoundland (Figure 6.2b), which are artefacts caused by the density selection and the broad regional constraints, and they should not be interpreted.

In the southern part of the study area, the crustal thickness values range between 36-38 km (Figure 6b). Hall et al. (1998), based on seismic profile 91/4, state that the crustal thickness for this area is 39 ± 2 km and that this estimate is similar to that obtained in the Avalon zone (40 km). However, the crustal thickness values presented here characterize the general 3D structure and not only a 2D profile. In that sense, these values seem to agree with the general structure of Western Newfoundland but cannot be used to deduce thickness in the Avalon zone.

6.2 High density lower crustal body

A lower crustal body with a velocity of 7.2 km/s is inferred below the Humber zone from seismic refraction lines 88/3 and 88/4 (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998; Marillier et al., 1991; Michel et al., 1992). The geometry of the body and the density of 3.03 g/cm³ were derived for those seismic refraction lines (Marillier et al., 1991) and introduced in the 3D gravity forward modelling. The final results show that the high density body is indeed necessary since it has a significant effect on the gravity signal in the area. If the lower crust was uniform and the high density body did not exist, the modelling results would not agree with the seismic findings and the misfit between the observed and calculated gravity data would increase by ~ 9%. The high density assigned to the lower crustal body indicates rock of a mafic or ultramafic composition. In addition, the model is supportive of a feature that runs parallel to the coast of Western Newfoundland. It extends for almost 200 km from north to south, and it is apparently less thick and wider in the south compared to thicker and less wide to the north. Hence, this non-unique 3D gravity model does support the
presence of this body and provides additional geometry information about it. Additionally, the probabilistic method 3D gravity inversion results, only constrained by bathymetry and depth to the basement, also show the presence of a high density contrast that could mean either a shallower mantle or the presence of a lower crustal high density block.

Figure 6.3: Section 88-4, parallel to the coast line. Solid black lines are reflectors. Base of the crust (Moho) identified by the thick black lines. The dashed black lines are model boundaries. a) Grenville lower crust above the high density lower crustal body and b) Grenville upper crust over the high density body.

The high density body is interpreted as a partial intrusion into the lower crust in this study (Fig. 6.3a) (Marillier et al., 1991). In other crustal-scale seismic studies in Western
Newfoundland, this body was either modelled as intruding through the entire lower crust or as a completely different lower crustal body (Fig. 6.3b) (Hall et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 1998). If the body actually did take up the entire lower crust and the seismically-derived densities in the model remain the same without accounting for the higher density material throughout the lower crust, the calculated anomaly would decrease relative to the observed gravity (Figure 6.3b). In order to correct this misfit, the upper and lower crust would need a density increase of ~0.15 g/cm³. These increased densities do not agree with the seismic refraction velocities and hence, the high density body may only partially intrude into the lower crust and may not be considered a distinct lower crustal body.

Marillier et al. (1991) suggest that a high density lower crustal body of mafic or ultramafic composition, underplated the crust either during late Precambrian to Early Cambrian rifting of the Iapetus Ocean or during Late Paleozoic strike-slip movement that led to the formation of pull-apart basins in the Canadian Appalachians. Michel et al. (1992) proposed that the high velocity lower crust may correspond to a zone of either mafic intrusions formed by decompressional melting during delamination of the crust from the mantle which would be consistent with the lithospheric delamination model of Stockmal et al. (1987) or mafic intrusions formed during progressive Iapetan rifting of the original Grenville crust. Hall et al. (1998) conclude that the high density body has to be from an intrusive source, which may have a post-Grenvillian age. Hall et al. (1998) support the Michel et al. (1992) hypothesis. Jackson et al. (1998) do not elaborate on any other theory about the genesis of the denser lower crust. However, Funck et al. (2001) studied the Grenville crust in southeastern Labrador through seismic refraction and gravity data and found similar high velocity lower crust in that area. Funck et al. (2001) proposed that both high velocity bodies may actually be connected and concluded that this denser lower crust was formed during Iapetan rifting in the late Neoproterozoic.

The sedimentary layer in the Gulf of St. Lawrence thickens where the high density lower crustal body is located (Figure 6.2), which may agree with genesis during the rifting of the Iapetus Ocean. However, the sediments in the area are largely passive margin and
also orogen derived, and do not correspond to a rifting event. Therefore, this possibility is dismissed. Similarly, a post-collision extension origin may agree with this thickness of sediments (> 4 km) and may also explain the genesis of the high density body as postulated for the Carboniferous Magdalen Basin (Marillier et al., 1989). However, the sediments in the Magdalen Basin are greater than 12 km thick (Marillier et al., 1989), which is a considerably larger amount of sediment in comparison to Western Newfoundland. This difference in sediment thickness between the two areas made Michel et al. (1992) dismiss this possibility.

The magnetic residual map of Western Newfoundland shows circular magnetic anomalies in the Grenville Province and its offshore continuation in the Gulf of St. Lawrence that could be caused by dykes. Funck et al. (2001) noticed that the distribution of 615 Ma Long Range dykes in the easternmost Grenville province seems to be underlain by the presence of the high density lower crustal body. Consequently, the high density lower crustal body may extend further N-S and could be related to the denser body found in southeast Labrador. However, modelling the high density body up to this area is beyond the scope of this thesis.

6.3 Sedimentary basin thickness and Humber Arm Allochthon

Figure 6.2a shows the sedimentary thickness for the study area. From this map, a large accumulation of sediments (~3-6 km thick) exists in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Similarly, a N-S trend of ~4 km sediment thickness is found over the Humber Arm, which correlates with the platform succession and parts of the Humber zone Allochthon.

The geometry of the Humber Arm Allochthon was modelled based on seismic reflection lines. Because the HAA was emplaced over shallow-water, time-correlative sediments, a density contrast is not expected and so not modelled between them. The similarity between the computed density (2.4 g/cm³) for the HAA structure and the
surrounding sedimentary layers does not allow for definitive conclusions about its lateral extent.

Marillier et al. (1989), through gravity inversion, reported an increase in sediment thickness from 2 km to 10 km in the southern part of the study area. The increase towards the south is also indicated in Figure 6.2b. However, the sediment thickness values of Marillier et al. (1989) are higher. The highest sediment thickness in the southern area for this research project is ~ 7 km whereas Marillier et al. (1989) reported ~ 12 km for the same location.

The gravity Free Air and Bouguer anomaly map shows that the St. George Sub-basin has a low Bouguer anomaly to the north, whereas it increases to the south. This could imply that the sedimentary cover is thicker in the north than in the south for this basin. The modelled sedimentary thickness shows that the sediments are indeed thicker in the north (> 4 km), as also concluded by Miller et al. (1990), with 4 km of sediments in the onshore St. George Sub-basin. Additionally, the shape of the depocenter follows the Bouguer gravity anomaly and the sediments are thinner where the gravity value is higher. From the gravity modelling, it is possible to conclude that the St. George Sub-basin has a northeast-southwest elongated shape, with its margin defined by the Cabo Fault. Nearby offshore, the sediments do not thicken, and remain approximately ~4 km thick which disagrees with Miller et al. (1990) who found a 6 km thick depocenter offshore. Seismic interpretation of the CAH91-20 and GE-83-504A seismic lines indicates that the basement offshore is ~ 4 km deep.

6.4 Ophiolites and Odd Twins Anomaly

The magnetic anomalies of the study area show high positive anomalies related to ophiolite complexes onshore. The shapes of these anomalies are highlighted by the curvature analysis (Figs. 3.14 and 3.16, section 4, chapter III). The 3D magnetic modelling for these local bodies was not performed since the focus of this thesis was at the crustal-
scale. However, the spectral analysis for each of the high resolution magnetic surveys indicates that some of these bodies may have a deeper root. The power spectrum of the magnetic anomalies in the Corner Brook area suggest that these Humber Arm Allochthon ophiolite complexes may extend to a depth of 6 km and may flexurally weigh down the crust. This result can be supported by the observed and calculated gravity misfit obtained in those areas (>10 mGal) since these local bodies may require a higher density and a better definition of their depth extent. Local 3D magnetic inversions may be helpful for better characterizing these shallow and magnetisable bodies.

Offshore, the Odd Twins Anomaly is shown as two strong magnetic markers. The curvature analysis resolved these anomalies well. They extend ~ 98 km N-S immediately offshore of Western Newfoundland and vanish close to the Port-au-Port Peninsula. This finding corroborates that the magnetic anomalies found on the Port-au-Port Peninsula by Waldron et al., (2002) are connected to the Odd Twins Anomaly. The source for this anomaly may come from the erosion of the surrounding ophiolite complexes since both features are close to each other, as shown in the curvature analysis (Fig. 3.14, section 4, chapter III). The ophiolite complexes were obducted during the Taconian Orogen. Hence, the Odd Twins Anomaly may date from the Late Ordovician.

6.5 Faults

Western Newfoundland is a complex area characterized by a basement-involved structural style (Cooper et al., 2001; Jackson et al., 1998). If those listric faults exist, they do not involve large modifications of the crustal structure since the 3D forward model did not require structural modifications at that scale to satisfy the gravity observations. The residual magnetic anomalies of the study area show two WNW-ESE linear anomalies in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The Euler deconvolution points indicate that the depths to the cluster points around these anomalies could extend to ~ 7.9 km. Since the top of basement is at 4 km depth, the source of this anomaly may be in the shallow upper crust. The gravity
anomaly map does not show similar behaviour in the same location, either from the gravity forward modelling or from the gravity inversion.

The Laurentian margin in Western Newfoundland acted as an eastward-facing passive continental margin during the opening of the Iapetus ocean (Waldron et al., 2012). These perpendicular to the coast strong magnetic anomalies in the Grenville area could be explained by the presence of basement involved transfer faults which formed perpendicular to extensional faults and ancient ridge axis segments during the opening of this ocean. However, this explanation is only supported by the magnetic data.

6.6 Summary

This chapter included the discussion of the main results obtained from this research. Additionally, it tied together the different geophysical methods used and previous studies in the study area. The discussion focused on the crustal structure of Western Newfoundland, the structure and genesis of the lower crustal high density body, sedimentary basins, the ophiolites and the Odd Twins Anomaly, and the possible faults found in the study area. In the following chapter, chapter VII, the conclusions from this study are presented.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future work

Western Newfoundland is characterized as a geologically complex region, for which the general surface geology is relatively well known (Knight, 1983; Lavoie, 2008; Waldron et al., 2012; Williams, 1995). However, no comprehensive attempt has been made to incorporate gravity and magnetic data from Western Newfoundland into tectonic models. To this end, a 3D lithospheric model of Western Newfoundland using a multi-method geophysical approach was constructed to better understand the Appalachian structures in the region.

The Free Air and Bouguer gravity anomalies used in this study showed a good correspondence between the potential field anomalies and the surface geology. New satellite derived Bouguer gravity data WGM2012 show that for the Humber zone, low Bouguer gravity anomalies mask the position of the Appalachian front; the position of this boundary may still be unknown in this area. In addition, recent upper crustal investigations in the Gulf of St. Lawrence suggest that the Appalachian structural front may be offset with respect to its current mapped location (Kuponiyi et al., 2017).

The residual high resolution magnetic anomaly maps, produced by the federal and provincial governments, show large positive anomalies on land that are related to ophiolite complexes. Spectral analysis for each of the high resolution magnetic surveys indicates that some of these igneous bodies may extend to 6 km depth.

The high resolution magnetic maps, the curvature analysis and the derivative-based filters highlighted strong magnetic markers offshore, known as the Odd Twins Anomaly. The analysis of the results led to the conclusion that this feature extends ~ 98 km N-S immediately offshore of Western Newfoundland and seems to vanish close to the Port-au-Port Peninsula. It is proposed that the magnetic source for this anomaly may be the surrounding ophiolite complexes, and that this anomaly may date from the Late Ordovician.
Two WNW-ESE linear magnetic anomalies in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and perpendicular to the Newfoundland coast could be explained by the presence of ancient inherited transfer faults that resulted from offset ancient ridge axis segments during the opening of the Iapetus Ocean.

The 3D gravity forward model developed in this thesis followed the distribution of LCBs of Jackson et al. (1998) and Hall et al. (1998). Following those earlier studies, the lower crust was divided into LCBs whose densities were derived from the available seismic refraction profiles. The Grenville LCB underlies the Grenville Province and had a density of 2.88 g/cm$^3$ for all of the study area. The density of the LCB beneath the Humber Arm is also 2.88 g/cm$^3$ which suggests that the Grenville province rocks may well continue below the surface Humber zone in the crust (Hall et al., 1998).

The crustal thickness varies between 33 and 43 km across Western Newfoundland. However, the crustal thickness varies systematically across the study area, such that the crustal thickness for the Gulf of St. Lawrence is around 39 km and it thins (34 km) where the high density lower crustal body is located and a thick accumulation of sediments is also found. In the Labrador area, the crustal thickness is ~ 39 km which is expected for a stable continental crust (Baranov and Morelli, 2014).

The 3D gravity forward model supports that the 3.03 g/cm$^3$ high density lower crustal body is indeed necessary since it has a significant effect on the gravity signal in the area whereas an uniform lower crust, in which the high density body does not exist, does not agree with the seismic findings and increases the misfit between the observed and calculated gravity data. Regarding the density of this body, the composition may be mafic or ultramafic. The model indicated that the body runs parallel to the coast of Western Newfoundland, extending for almost 200 km from north to south, and that it is less thick and wider in the south compared to thicker and less wide to the north. It is possible that the high density lower crustal body may extend further N-S and could be related to the denser body found in southeast Labrador (Funck et al., 2001).
A large accumulation of sediments (~3-6 km thick) is modelled in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Similarly, a N-S trend of ~4 km sediment thickness is found over the Humber Arm. The highest sediment thickness in the southern area for this research project is ~7 km. The St. George Sub-basin has a northeast-southwest elongated shape, with its margin defined by the Cabot Fault.

Future work across Western Newfoundland should include 3D magnetic inversions of the high resolution magnetic anomalies and 3D gravity tensor inversions for the areas containing ophiolite complexes; these two techniques may be helpful for enhancing characteristics of shallow and magnetisable bodies and to find their roots.

New seismic refraction data acquisition in Western Newfoundland and surrounding areas would greatly improve confidence limits surrounding the extent and genesis of a high density lower crustal body and possibly the existence of other lower crust bodies in the Canadian Appalachians.
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Appendix A: Elements of GRAV3D 2.0 Program Library

The GRAV3D 2.0 program consists of three modules:

- GZFOR3D: performs the forward modelling.
- GZSEN3D: calculates sensitivity and the depth weighting function.
- GZINV3D: performs the 3D gravity inversion.

Each of the above programs requires input files and certain specific parameters to run properly. Figure 8.1 shows the graphic interface of GRAV3D and also shows the input parameters.

![GRAV3D User Interface](image)

Figure 8.1: GRAV3D User Interface
The gravity observation file is of the extension “name.grv”. In this file, the observed gravity, data values, their locations and their estimated standard deviations are defined. Figure 8.2 shows an example of the structure of the gravity observation file.

In Figure 8.2, ndat refers to the number of observations. \( E_{\text{ndat}}, N_{\text{ndat}}, \text{Elev}_{\text{ndat}} \) are the easting, northing and elevation of each observation, measured in meters. \( \text{Grav}_{\text{ndat}} \) is the gravity anomaly value in mGal and \( \text{Err}_{\text{ndat}} \) is the absolute standard deviation of \( \text{Grav}_{\text{ndat}} \).

```
! comments ...
!
ndat
  \( E_1 \)  \( N_1 \)  \( \text{Elev}_1 \)  \( \text{Grav}_1 \)  \( \text{Err}_1 \)
  \( E_2 \)  \( N_2 \)  \( \text{Elev}_2 \)  \( \text{Grav}_2 \)  \( \text{Err}_2 \)
  ...
  \( E_{\text{ndat}} \)  \( N_{\text{ndat}} \)  \( \text{Elev}_{\text{ndat}} \)  \( \text{Grav}_{\text{ndat}} \)  \( \text{Err}_{\text{ndat}} \)
```

Figure 8.2: Structure of the gravity observation file “name.grv”

The Mesh file defines the model region. This input file must be designed in accordance with the area of interest and desired resolution. Figure 8.3 shows the example structure of the mesh file. \( \text{NE}, \text{NN} \) and \( \text{NV} \) are the number of cells in the East, North and vertical directions, respectively. \( E_0, N_0 \) and \( V_0 \) are the coordinates, in meters, of the southwest top corner. \( \Delta E_n, \Delta N_n \) and \( \Delta V_n \) are the cell widths and depths in the different directions.

```
\text{NE}  \text{NN}  \text{NV}
\text{E}_0  \text{N}_0  \text{V}_0
\Delta E_1 \Delta E_2 \ldots  \Delta E_{\text{NE}}
\Delta N_1 \Delta N_2 \ldots  \Delta N_{\text{NN}}
\Delta V_1 \Delta V_2 \ldots  \Delta V_{\text{NV}}
```

Figure 8.3: Structure of the mesh file.

The topography file, “name.dat”, is used to define the topography/bathymetry of the 3D model. The file follows the structure shown in Figure 8.4. \( \text{npt} \) represents the number of
points and $E_{\text{npt}}$, $N_{\text{npt}}$ and $\text{elev}_{\text{npt}}$ are the Easting, Northing and elevation values defining the top of the model.

```
! comment
!
\text{npt}
$E_1$ $N_1$ $\text{elev}_1$
$E_2$ $N_2$ $\text{elev}_2$
$
$E_{\text{npt}}$ $N_{\text{npt}}$ $\text{elev}_{\text{npt}}$
```

Figure 8.4: Structure of the topography file “name.dat”.

The user interface, Figure 8.1, also allows the user to choose and change the depth weighting function. The user can choose between a distance or a depth weighting function based on knowledge of the geology of the study area.

Due to the large amount of memory required for the solution of inverse problems, GZSEN3D generates a sparse representation of the sensitivity matrix $G$ using a wavelet transform based on supported and orthonormal wavelets. The program allows the user to choose between a default setting or a different relative error or relative threshold level. These parameters are related to the reconstruction of the sensitivity matrix.